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Utah State University, Logan Utah

Widtsoe construction nearing completion
KATHRYN SUMMERS

Staff Writer

If things continue as planned, chemistry students can expect to be having
classes in the new Widtsoe building
beginning in March. said Stanley Kane,
assistant director of design and construction for Utah State University.
According to Kane, the first phase of
building is almost complete. The building needs some cleaning and there are
still a few unfinished projects and
"tweaking," but it is almost ready for
use.
"We have a great building here,"
Kane said.
The nearly-finished building will
house all the chemistry teaching and
research labs and a small auditorium.
The other half. once completed, will
have a large auditorium with about 500
seats, and a complex for the dean of science. There will also be a computer lab
with about 50 computers, but not until
2001 when phase two of the building is
done, Kane said.
There are many safety features and
special things about the new building,
he said.
"It's a very well designed, safe building for faculty and students," Kane said.
To keep people from slipping on the
outside stairs to the main entrances,
they are heated to keep snow off in
winter months.
"The ventilation is state of the art."
Kane said. "Now that's a cliche, but it is
really top notch."
Fresh air is sucked in from outside at
ground level and blown out the top of
the building. Since the exhaust goes out
the top, the chance of bad air being
sucked back into the building is minimized. Kane said. Also, the exhaust system is made of stainless steel so it won't
corrode.
In the research labs, the cabinets are

The a1.1ditorium

in tlzesoon-to-be-completedWidtsoe building was designed for lect11ring,LVithslanted walls for reducedechoes.The entire Widtsoe project will be complete by June 2001.

made of wood because chemicals corrode metal. The sinks and counters are
made of acid resistant material that
shoula . :;st at least 30 years. Kane said.
All sinks from the labs drain to the
south end of the building. The water
goes into a tank filled with limestone
chips which will react with acid in the
water and neutralize it. The water then

goes into the Logan City sewer system.
Logan can sample the water coming
from the chemistry lab at any time to
make sure the acid content is at an
acceptable level, Kane said.
There are no ceiling tiles in the corridors and research areas. In teaching
areas there are ceiling tiles for good
acoustics, but in the research areas, the

utilities above often need to be reached
and ceiling tiles would just get in the
way, Kane said.
Almost every room in the new
Widtsoe Hall is built to contain a fire.
The rooms have sprinklers which are
tested by the USU fire marshal twice a
year. Each lab has a fire-rated door with
special smoke gasketing around the

All Utah State University students
to have an Aggie Express account
l<EvlN PEEL

Staff Writer

Students can now put money on
their Aggie Express Account over the
Internet. At www.usu.edu/
-usucard/index.html, students can
increase their card balances with proper password ID. such as a social security number, and a credit card number
The Utah State University Card
Office, located in the Taggart Student
Center Room 212, is still accepting
money during normal business hours.
The online site, however, is available
24 hours a day and is accessible from a
home computer.
Transactions done from campus will
be processed immediately. Modem
transfers (those done off-campus) will
be processed during one of the next
modem updates following the transaction. There are three of these updates
a day: 7:15 a.m., 12:15 p.m., and 5:15
p.m.
The Express Account site can also be

reached from the USU Web site by
clicking on Index, USU Card and then
Transaction Request.
The system has also been changed
for new students opening an account.
Freshmen and transfer students will
now pay an extra dollar ($6 instead of
$5) for Student Orientation And
Registration packets.
The dollar will be put into the student's Aggie Express account , which
will be activated automatically without
paperwork. Since the cards are activated by the first dollar, no minimum
amount of money will be needed for
the first use of an Aggie Express
account - the previous minimum was
$5.

Associated Students of USU
Academic Vice President Emily
Croshaw and the Academic Council
began looking last semester for ways to,
make it easier to add funds to student
cards, Croshaw said.
"When the [free computer lab]
copies went from 100 to 35, a lot more

edge, and each lab has a gas shut-off
valve outside the lab.
The corridors all have smoke detectors, which will be installed right before
the State Fire Marshal comes to test the
building on Feb. 14, Kane said.
The small auditorium was specially
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Pruning
Season?

students were putfing more money
into their card accounts, " she said.
Croshaw looked into how other
schools, like Utah Valley State College
and Brigham Young University, handled student accounts. The council
then discussed the feasibility of different improvements with Vice President
for Student Services Gary Chambers,
who had authority to make the
changes. Croshaw said the online service didn't cost the school any additional money to implement.
Aggie Express Accounts are used not
only for student printouts, but also for
purchases at the Bookstore, campus
eateries, copy centers , the Bull Pen and
other campus services.
Jana Gittins, the business manager
at the Customer Service Center,
emphasizes that the changes weren't
meant to keep students away from the
card office.
"We still want to get to know as
many of you as we can," she said. "It
keeps us young."

Eric Hale and other
Phisical Plant
employes have been
out in force with the
unseasonablywarm
weatl,er trying to
prune the now blosoming trees on campus, a job that usually
does't take place until
spring. The warm
weather has caused
many plants to start
growing early, many
of which will not m
ake it if the temperatures drop down to
normal seasonaltemperatures.

Online services offer credit card alternatives
JESSICAWARREN

Staff Writer

With tuition, books. rent and an
occasional trip to the grocery store, it's
no wonder credit cards are a seemingly
good solution.
Jennifer Holman, assistant account
manager of United College Marketing
Services has another solution.
UCMS is a company dedicated to
getting college students out of debt and
eliminating credit card vendors from
college campuses. Holman said .
The problem is students are receiving more credit cards, but less credit ,
she said.
"Our job is to credit educate,"
Holman said.
According to Holman, UCMS goes to
campuses across the nation presenting

seminars to sororities and fraternities,
business clubs and other organizations
on credit education .
The topics include money management. getting rid of credit cards and
promoting their newest Web site,
www.campusbackbone.com , Holman
said.
Campusbackbone.com offers a variety of services focused on helping students get back on track with their credit
for free, Holman said.
Each member of
campusbackbone.com receives a free
debt counseling page .
This summarizes debts owed, estimated date of pay-off. and low-cost
loan alternatives. It can also help track
bill dates, financial histories and oth~r
financial issues.
"While T-shirts and 50 bu cks a

'WhileT-shirtsand 50 bucksa
montharegreat,goodcreditis
bestof all.'
• LARRY
CHIANG.

frn:Norn of UCM5

month are great. good credit is best of
all!" said Larry Chiang, founder of
UCMS, in a press release.
The goal of UCMS, Holman said, is
to help students with their credit and
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High court directs Orem to
show incentives were legal
SALTLAKECJTY (AP)- The City of
Orem must return to court to prove
financial incentives it offered the
University Mall and ZCMI Department
Store followed state law.
The Utah Supreme Court ruled on
the matter Friday.
JP Realty.which owns the rival Provo
Towne Centre mall, sued Orem after
the city agreed in spring 1998 to use
sales-tax revenue to fund incentives
benefiting University Mall and ZCML
The incentives were designed to keep
ZCMI from moving to the Provo Towne
Center and to help University Mall lure
Nordstrom Inc. as an anchor tenant and

;"

undertake promotional activities.
JP Realty contended Orem violated
th e Utah Neighborhood Development
Act by using sales-tax revenue for the
incentives, up to $65 million to ZCMI
and up to $18 million to the mall,
spread out over 20 years.
A lower court denied its assertions.
The Supreme Court ruled Orem can
use sales-tax revenue as incentives, but
it must show the city will receive fair
compensation in each year of the deal
and not just over the lifetime of the
agreement.
Orem City Attorney Paul Johnson
welcomed the ruling .
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Issues matter most in N.H. primary
WASHINGTON (AP)- About
half of the likely New Hampshire
primary voters cite a candidate's
position on issues as the most
important factor in deciding who
should be president, although no
one issue dominated, a new poll
says.
And, three days before the
first presidential primary
Tuesday, at least a third of all
likely voters said they had yet to
make a firm decision. the polls
suggest.
The Republican race has tightened to a dead heat in many
polls between Texas Gov. George
W. Bush and Sen. John McCain,
as Bush wins increased backing
from previous ly undecided
Republicans, po llsters say. On the
Democratic side, Vice President
Al Gore has built a lead by
pu lling even with Bill Bradley
among two groups of voters independents and men - where
Bradley had been the strongest,
though that lead has narrowed in
the last couple of days and one
tracking poll. by CNN-USA
Today-Gallup, had the two tied.
REPUBLICANS
Bush and McCain, the Arizona
senator, are tied in several of the
latest pre-primary polls, while
McCain holds a slim lead in a
couple of others.
When asked in a Boston
Herald-WCVB poll which issue is
the most important in their decision, 15 percent chose the economy, 13 percent chose taxes and
12 percent picked education.

World
GLANCE
> Kenya
Airways
jet crashes
aftertakeoff
ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast (AP) - A Kenya Airways jet carrying
169 pass e ngers and 10 crew members crashed Su nday night into
the sea, shortly after taking off from Abidjan, airport officials
said
It was no t clear if there were a ny survivors.
The plane. an Airbus 310, too k off a t 9:08 p.m. and crashed
just one min ute later, according to Ge orge Dapre Yao, the head
of air traffic at Abidjan's Felix Houphouet-Bo igny Airport.
The plane, which was en ro ute to Lagos. Nigeria, carried 167
adult passengers and two children, Yao said.
Albert Acho. a trav el agency emp loyee who greets incoming
passengers at the often hectic airpo rt, said the streets outside
the airpor t were jamme d with polic e officers, firefighters and
onlookers. many yelling in panic.
The Abidjan airport is just a few hundred yards from the
Atlantic Ocean beach. Acho said boats could be seen already
searching the water off t he beach.
An official at the airp ort's contro l tower, speaking on condition of anonymity, said that wreckage of the plane could not be
seen, but the area where the plane had crashed was visible from
the tower.
French military firefighters, who are stationed at a French
military base next to the airport, had also been dispatched to
the scene, the official said.
The officia ls had no further information.

> Taiwan
saysit willnotdeclare
sovergnty
G eor ge W . Bush and•Jo hn M cC ain are neck and neck in the polls with only two days left until the first primaries.

Social Security-Medicare and
moral issues each were chosen by
11 percent of respondents. followed by 9 percent who said
abortion.
The quality selected most
often by likely Republican voters
is a candidate who stands up for
what he believes, followed by a

strong and decisive leader, in a
University of New HampshireWMUR-Fox News tracking poll.
Only 4 percent said having the
best chance of winning in
November is most important,
something Bush supporters have
used as an argument to support
their candidate.

Among conservatives, neither
Steve Forbes nor Alan Keyes has
made much progress in New
Hampshire after strong showings
in Iowa. with Forbes in the teens
in the polls and Keyes still in single digits. Gary Bauer was at
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Report: Priests dying of AIDS at higher rate
Six of 10 priests responding said they
who have died of AIDS or become infected
KANSASCITY, Mo. (AP) - Roman
knew of at least one priest who had died of
with HIV is unknown, partly because many
Catholic priests in the United States are
an AIDS-related illness, and one-third knew
suffer in solitude. When priests tell their
dying from AIDS-related illnesses at a rate
a priest living with AIDS. superiors, the cases generally are handled
four times higher than the gen~ J - - :rJiree.fourths said, the
quietly:
,,
erat popi.ila1ron:·and~t'J-\."e.
raw;e'i~
1
'Gay priests and
drnrch needed M,prn.vide ..,.., ,,Themewsp.a.pe:r cited the case, of ,Bi~hop
often conceale<;lon thfir de~tl'i
.i1 ...
, ., •
, 11 more.~cj11cationto1.s~mi•r , , Emer~op ,l\i\~(;)r,~rwho
left the ArchdioFese of
cei;tif.iF~tp,
'Fh,rJiansa~ Citr,,S,tar,• . I
heterose:ruual
priests,.l .narians on sexual issues. New Yotk in 1995 arid went to Min'nefota,
reported Sunday.
d ·d ,t k
h
f
"How to be celibate
where he died in a hospice of an AIDS-relatIn the first of a three-part
1 n
now ow O
and to be gay at the
ed illness. His death certificate attributed the
series, the newspaper said death
same
time,
and
how
to
death to "unknown natural causes" and listcertificates and interviews with
handle their sexuality
be celibate and heteroed his occupation as "laborer" in the manuexperts indicated severa l hunand so they would
sexual at the same time,
facturing industry.
dred priests have died of AIDSthat's what we were
After an AIDS activist filed a complaint,
related illnesses since the midhandle it in ways that never really taught how
officials changed the cause of death to "HIV1980s and hundreds more are
to do. And that was a
related illness," the Star said, but the occupaliving with HIV, the virus that
were not healthy.'
major failing,"
tion was not corrected.
causes the disease.
Gumbleton said.
The newspaper said the death rate among
"I think this speaks to a fail• THOMAS GUMBLETON•
Asked about their sexpriests from AIDS appears to be at least four
ure on the part of the church,"
AUXlLLARY8!SJ·IOPOF 11-1!::
ua l orientation, 75 pertimes that of the rate for the general U.S.
said Auxiliary Bishop Thomas
AAOIDlOCES[ Of DETROIT
cent said they were hetpopulation.
Gumbleton of the Archdiocese
erosexual, 15 percent
Some priests and behavioral experts
of Detroit. "Gay priests and hetsaid they were homosexual, and 5 percent
believe the church has scared priests into
erosexual priests didn't know how to handle
said they were bisexual.
silence by treating homosexual acts as an
their sexuality, their sexual drive. And so
The Rev. John Keenan, who runs Trinity
abomination and the breaking of celibacy
they would hand le it in ways that were not
House, an outpatient clinic in Chicago for
vows as shameful , the Star said.
healthy."
priests, said he believes_most priests with
Catholic cardinals in the United States
The Star received 801 responses to quesAIDS contracted the disease through sameand high-ranking church officials in the
tionnaires that were sent last fall to 3,000 of
sex relations. He said he treated one priest
Vatican declined requests to discuss the
the 46,000 priests in the United States. The
who had infected eight other priests.
newspaper's findings, The Star reported. The
margin of error of the survey was 3.5 per The Star said precise numbers of priests
Vatican referred questions to local bishops.
centage points.
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"Thepill'' gets a boost as
acnefighter increasessales

NorthKorea
asksto be
removed
fromterrorism
list

acne when their real aim is
NEW YORK (AP)- Demand
protection from pregnancy.
for one brand .of "the pill" is
"Sex and lying have a long
soaring, witha litt1e help from
history of association," said
sales to women who don't want
. Arthur Caplan, director of the
· it as a contraceptive.
Center for Bioethics at the
Sales of Johnson & Johnson's
University of Pennsylvania .
. Ortho Tri•Cyclen contraceptive
Johnson & Johnson has
· pill have tripled in the last
exploited the pill's pimplethree years, making it by far
fighting ability with magazine
the No. l brand, partly because
ads promoting Ortho Triit is the on1y oral contraceptive
Cyden as a "beauty aid" for
that also may be sold as an
women 15 and over.
acne fighter.
The company says the pill is
"lfslike getting two drugs in
still primarily for contraception,
one," said Dar la Brown, 28, of
although executives acknowl•
Houston, who has used the pill
edge some doctors may pre for two years_"And it has
scribe it mainly for acne on
·Worked wonders on my skin."
women who don't respond to
The Food and Drug
ointments.
Administration gave Johnson &
Just 1 percent of prescripJohnson the right to sell Ortho
tions for Ortho Tri-Cyclen
Tri-Cyclen for acne in 1997
come from dermatologists. said
after studies found it helped
Johnson &lJohnson spokesman
clear the skin of more than 80
Mark Monseau .
percent of women who took it.
Johnson &lJohnson holds
Although health experts say
about 40 percent of the oral
all oral contraceptives probably
help fight acne, only Ortho Tri- contraceptive market. up from
30 percent in 1997. About 15
Cyclen has FDA clearance to
million U.S. women currently
advertise the added benefit.
use oral contraceptives.
Medical ethicists doubt the
Sales of Ortho Tri-Cyclen
double-duty pill is encouraging
have risen from 330.000 premore young girls to have sex,
scriptions per month in
but one says it may help them
January 1997 to 1.2 million last
p.tovide a smoke screen for
November, according to IMS
their parents - allowing them
to cl~i.P}theywant the drug for Health. a market data firm.

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) North Korea indicated Sunday
that it would send a high-level
delegation to the United States
if Washington removes it from a
list of countries that sponsor
terrorism.
Removal of North Korea
from the U.S. list is necessary to
create "favorable conditions and
atmosphere for the Washington
high-level talks before anything
else," the North's foreign news
outlet. KCNA. quoted an
unidentified Foreign Ministry
spokesman as saying.
The two issues will be high
on the agenda when less senior
officials from the two countries
resume talks in New York in
late February, KCNA quoted the
spokesman as saying. The sides
met in Berlin from Jan. 22-28
but failed to reach agreements.
A high -level North Korean
official's visit to Washington
would be seen as a sign of the
country's practical readiness to
improve ties with the United
States.
Such a visit would reciprocate
former Defense Secretary
William Perry's trip to
Pyongyang last May in his
capacity as presidential emis sary.
North Korea sent shock

waves through Asia by testing a
multistage rocket that sailed
over Japan and landed in the
Pacific in the summer of 1998.
The United States agreed to
open talks on improving relations after the communist country halted plans last summer to
test-fire another missile which
experts said could reach Hawaii
and Alaska.
As part of the deal, the
United States partly lifted economic and other sanctions in
place since the 1950-53 Korean
War. But the North complained
that the U.S. concessions fell
short of its expectations .
Removal from the U.S. list of
terrorism-sponsoring countries
has been a longstanding
Pyongang demand.
The United States identified
North Korea as a terrorism sponsoring state after it was
found to have been involved in
the 1987 bombing of a South
Korean airliner that killed 115
people.
The South Korean Boeing
727 from Baghdad, Iraq to Seoul
disappeared near Burma.
A captured female North
Korean agent admitted that she
planted a bomb on the plane
under orders from Pyongyang
leaders.

TAIPEI. Taiwan (AP) - The presidentia l candidate for
Taiwan's pro-independence opposition party promised Sunday
that the island wou ld not declare independence un less mainland China tried to retake it by force.
Also Sunday, China warned Taiwanese leaders not to try to
write the island's claim to separate status into law.
In Taiwan, presidential candidate Chen Shui-bian's statement
against independence marked a major shift of the Democratic
Progressive Party's stance ahead of th e Mar. 18 election.
"We will not declare independence unless China wants to use
force against us a n d our people cannot tolerate or accept it,"
Che n told a news con ference. If elected, Chen said, he would
like to visit China to meet its leader before taking office.
Most recent polls have placed Chen in a tie with independent
candidate James Soong. The ruling Nationalist party's candidate,
Vice President Lien Chan, is in third place.
Chen has tried to soften his party's stance on independence
to win voters worried that tension with China could rise if he is
elected. Chen has said he will leave it up to Taiwan's people to
decide in a referendum whether the island breaks completely or
reunifies with China.
C,hina and Taiwan split amid civil war in 1949. China considers the island a renegade province and has insisted on reunifica'ti'o'n, by 'foYce
if necessary.
'' ·
If
,.
Chen has said that if elected, h e will not alter the constitution to formal ize current President Lee Teng -hui's claim that the
two sides should trea t each other as equal states, a stance that
has enraged Beijing. He also has said he will not change the
island's official name, the Republic of China. Some party members have suggested renaming it the Republic of Taiwan.
On Sunday, Beijing warned Taiwanese leaders that trying to
write the island's claim to separate status into law would be
"playing with fire."
The warning was carried in a front-page editorial in the
People's Daily, a newspaper published by the ruling Communist
Party. It came two days after a top Chinese leader renewed
threats that China would wage war if Taiwan declared independence.

> Turkish
policefindmorevictims
of militia
ISTANBUL.Turkey (AP) - Police found the remains of six
more bodies Sunday in their grisly 2-week -old search for suspected victims of a radical Islamic group, Turkey's Anatolia news
agency reported.
The four bodies and the sets of human bones apparently
belonging to two people were discovered in the southeastern
city of Diyarbakir, bringing the number of presumed Hezbollah
victims found to 48.
Authorities have launched a nationwide crackdown and
arrested hundreds of suspected members of Hezbollah, an
armed group that wants to create an Islamic state in Turkey's
largely Kurdish southeast.
Two bodies were found buried in the storeroom of a twostory house in Diyarbakir, Anatolia said.
An adjacent poultry house contained two other bodies those of poultry thieves caught and killed by Hezbollah militants last week, Anatolia said, quoting police.
Authorities were reportedly led to the house by militants who
confessed to the killings during questioning.
Police also found h uman bones in a nearby home, apparently
belonging to two people, Anatolia said . Weapons, Hezbollah
books and documents were also found in the hqme.
The search was continuing in both houses.
Bodies have been discovered in Istanbul; the capital. Ankara;
the southern city of Adana; and Konya. in central Anatolia.
Several of the victims showed signs of torture.

> Coaltrainstrikes
house,inju"ring
four
BLOOMINGTON, Md. (AP) - A coal train derailed Sunday
morning near the Maryland-West Virginia border, sending one
of its cars plowing into a house and raining coal and debris on
the five people who lived there. One woman was seriously
injured and her teen -age son was missing. state police said.
Scores of rescue workers with dogs continued searching
through spilled coal, rubble and heavy snow Sunday evening for
the missing boy, State Police Cpl. David Broadwater said.
Thirty-six of the train's 80 cars. all carrying coal, derailed
shortly after 6:30 a m., CSX spokesman Gary Wollenhaupt said.
At least one rail car crashed into the two -story wooden house.
which was pushed 25 feet off its foundation.
The cause of th e derailment was not immediately deter ~
mined.
Rescue workers extricated Libby A. Holstein, 35; her daughter
Brandy N. Holstein, 18; Eugene F. Liller, 32: and his daughter
Amanda M. Liller, 13. Mrs. Holstein was in serious condition at
Cumber land Memorial Hospital. State police said the others
were not seriously injured.
The two crew members on the train were not hurt.
The train was traveli ng from Grafton, W.Va., to Cumberland.
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Wildlife officials catch
wayward young cougars in
downtown Salt LakeCity

Stanley Kane, assistant directorof design and constructionfor Utah State University, points out the
heating vents in the newly renovatedWidtsoebuilding.

WIDTSOE
Continued
fromPage1
designed to have good
acoustics, Kane said. The
walls tilt in toward the top
of the room to prevent
echoes.
Kane said lighting
research centered around
ocular fatigue as special
attention was focused on
lights. Older people tend to
get more headaches
because of bad light so the
lights in the labs were
designed to cut down on
glare, he said.
"Gentle lighting leads to
happier, healthier faculty
who can be more excited
about teaching students,"
Kane said.
All the chemicals for the
university will be stored in
Widtsoe and transported in

small quantities to other
buildings on campus, Kane
said. There is a special
loading dock inside so the
chances of slipping and
breaking bottles of chemicals while walking down
stairs will be reduced.
The rooms where chemicals are stored are specially
designed to be safe, Kane
said. They have explosionproof lights and the light
switches are outside. In
case of an explosion, the
windows are designed to
blow out instead of the
pressure pushing up and
destroying other rooms in
the building, Kane said.
The white decorative
elements outside the building, especially on the west
side, will help cut down on
afternoon glare, Kane said.
The west-facingwindows
are also painted with small

black dots to block sun.
It should take about two
weeks at the end of
February to get all the
classes and teaching labs
moved over to the new
building, Kane said.
Kane said he thinks it
should take about one
month to tear down the
old Widtsoe building after
the asbestos is removed. He
said he hopes to be done
with the demolition in
April. The entire project
should be done in May or
June of 2001.
The cost of the project is
about $31 million, Kane
said. The state gave $26
million to the project, and
the rest has come from private donations, Kane said.
The building will keep
the name of John A.
Widtsoe in honor of the
past faculty member.

Resident assistants act as a
resource, friend to students
JENNIFER TAYLOR

Staff Writer

Eachwinter,the Utah
State UniversityHousing
officefacesthe task of
selectingnew resident assistants from a large selection
of qualifiedstudents.
This year,the hiring
processwas called the
"WhichRAProject."
Information sessionsfor
prospective RAswere held
twice in December and
twicein the second week of
January.RebeccaSquires,
resident director of
Mountain Viewand Valley
ViewTowers,said about 100
students attended the information meetings.
Accordingto the Housing
Web site, .
www.usu.edu
/- housing,a
resident assistant is a fulltime student who functions
as a resource,friend and
peer advisorto residents.
AssociateDirectorof
HousingJohn Ringlesaid
resident assistantsreceivean
infinite supplyof marketable
skillsthat can translate into
a well-payingjob with most
Fortune 500 companies
"Theyhave the benefit of
knowingthey have satisfied
their friends,neighborsand

colleagues,"he sa_id.
iriteract in a group and what
Ringlesaid resident assis- their ddminant skillsare,"
Ringles'aid. "I don't think
tant$ receivehousing, a
monthly stipend and a meal you'llfit1dmany placesof
plan if applicable.
employment that offer that."
"Theydon·t work for the
Individualinterviewswill
money,"Ringlesaid. "They
be held Feb. 7 through 11.
AlisaBaker,a current RA,
have to have a sense of sersaid the personal interview
vice to others."
Resident
is very laid
back.
Baker
assistantsneed
'(Resident
to have the abilalso said the
ity to interact
assistants)haveto interviewers
with a diverse
don't ask typihavea senseof ser- caljob interlot of people,
Ringlesaid. They
questions.
viceto others.' viewRing
le said
hav~ quick decision-making
interviewques• JOHN RINGLE•
· skills,leadership
tions seek to
HOUSING
skills,the ability
get a better
to make an
understanding
informed deciof the applision on limited
cant in relation
information and
to the job
requirements.
trust their gut instincts.
After the applicationsare
After the group and inditurned in, each applicant
vidual interviews,students
must attend a Group
are notified if they have
ProcessInterview,whichwill been accepted into the
be held Feb. 1 through 3.
ResidenceLifeClass.This is
Accordingto the Housing
an eight-weekclassfrom
Web site, the Group Process Feb. 28 to April 3.
Interview is an opportunity
From this class,the RAs
for the selectioncommittee
for the 2000-2001school
to observe each applicant's
year willbe selected.
skillsin workingwith a
Students willbe informed
group.
if they have been selected
"The group process(is)
around April 7,accordingto
where we see how people
the Web site.

SALTLAKECITY(AP)- State
wildlifeofficialscaught a pair of
young cougars that wandered way out
of their territory, all the way to downtown Salt Lake City.
The cubs,believedto be about 6
months old, initiallywere reported
about 4:30 a.m. Saturdayin front of
the Delta Center.They were captured
shortly before 7 a.m.
State Divisionof WildlifeServices
conservationofficerssaid it's not
uncommon for cougars to roam
mountain foothillsnear the state
Capitolor on the east and west sides
of the Salt Lakevalley.However, it's
uncommon for them to be so deep
into town.
When officersconfirmed the animals were cougars,not big cats or
dogs,a Divisionof WildlifeResources
biologistwas called in from Tooele to
shoot them with sedativedarts.
One of the 40-pound cats was cornered by wildlifeofficersnear a sandwich shop. After being shot with a
tranquilizer dart, it ran into a net but

wrestledfree.
The cougarthen fled up a street
before collapsingnear the entrance to
the ZCMICenter mall. The other
cougar.hiding in bushes when officers
shot it with a dart, didn't put up a
struggle.
Officersdidn't know if the cats
were males or females.
Both cats were taken to a holding
pen in Springville.Wildlifeofficers
weren't sure about their fate, since
they're too young to fend for themselvesin the wild.
Rehabilitationinvolvesraisingthe
cats in captivityuntil they can be
taught survivalskills.
Officerssaid the cats probablywere
searchingfor food in a foothillneighborhood, then became scared and ran
the wrong way until they reached
downtown.
It's unusual for cats so young to be
separated from their mother. Female
cougarstypicallystay with their young
up to two years before sending them
to fend alone.

USU's Web site revamped,
more visually oriented
BROOK COX

Staff Writer

"YourAa:.ess
to Excellence"
is the
theme for Utah StateUniversity
's new
Website,to be unveiledtomorrow.
"Ihope witha quicklook you'llbe
able to find the piecesof information
youwant; PaulaLarsenuniversitywebmaster,said."That's the underlyinggoal."
The researchprocessbeganin June
1999,and bythe end of Augustdesigns
for the newhome pagewerebeing
examined.
·we put togethera designteam to
revampthe home page,to giveit some
sparkle,"saidJonathanKadis,directorof
Multimediaand DistanceLeaming
Services.
MikeOayton a USUgraduatestudent in graphicdesignart, workedto
designthe layoutof the Website.
·we lookedat over200Websitesof
other collegesforideasto makeour web
pageattractive,interestingand eyecatching,"Kadissaid. "Wealsowereinterested
in publicawarenessand the visibility
of
the university
. We gotrepresentatives
fromeveryunit of USUto givesuggestionsand help decidethe finaloutcome
of the Webpage.·
Becauseof allthe input givento this
projectl..arsensaidit'sorganizedso people can findwhat they want
"It'soutstanding,"
Kadissaid. "I'dput it
up againstanything.We'vegota winner."
The new Websiteis morevisuallyorientated, Kadissaid It includespicturesat

CREDIT
Continued
fromPage1
fight to get credit card
vendors off campuses.
She said the reason
they do the seminars is
to help students know
about their options.
A lot of students
don't know there are
places they can turn to
for help with their
finances, Holman said.
Accordingto a news
release from UCMS,
this new Web site has
also revolutionized
advertising on the

the secondarylevelof the site,which
meansthat when a studentclickson the
"ForStudents"choiceon the home page,
the secondarylevelshowsa pictureof
students.
·we plan to changethe coverpicture.
whichis currentlya pictureof Old Main
in the winter,so it is currentwiththe
season· Kadissaid.
·we alsoplan to changethe pictures
on the secondaryleveleverymonth,"
l..arsensaid ·we are alreadyplanningfor
new revisions.We'll probablymakea
wholenew layouteveryyear."
Newfeaturesof the Websitewill
includea searchengineand a c.ampus
tour that willshowstudentseverybuildingon campus.
"In the future,we hope to be ableto
havea virtualtour of campuswith people actuallytalkingand walkingaround
campus,"I..arsensaid."Wewelcomefeedbackand we readthe commentsstudentssend us.
"Ifyou can'tfindsomethingon the
Website.be specificas to whereyou
lookedin your e-mailto me,"she added.
"Ifwe see that studentsaren'tfinding
somethingand we knowwherethey've
looked.we can add linksso that the site
is convenientand eaS'Jfor everyoneto
use."
Studentscan geta previewof the new
pageat www.usu.edu/ new_front/
Suggestions
and commentscan be
madebye-mailto
webmaster@wwwusu
.edu or by calling
797-3902or 797-2655
.

Internet.
Advertisers on campusbackbone.com are
able to advertise costeffectivelyby sending
e-mails for 20 cents to
$2.50 per e-mail to the
members of campusbackbone.com.
This enables students to get paid for
receiving the e-mails,
and separates the
advertisers from the
negative perceptions of
"spamming,"according
to the news release.
Instead of advertisers
paying companies who
create e-mail lists, they

pay the owner of the
e-mail address directly.
This service is an additional bonus to help
students get out of
debt, Holman said.
Another service
offered by the Web site
is payment to students
for referrals, on either
a percentage basis for
the income the referral
earns or $1.75 per person that signs up.
For more information about how to
become a member, log
onto the Web site at
http :/ / www.campus
backbone.com

PolicesLoTTER
Information detailed in this section is a Statesman staff report obtainedfrom USU Police incident reports.
was laterlocatedand returnedto the
Friday,Jan. 21
• Policerespondedto a reportthat owner. Nothingwasfound to be
someonehad triedto burn a holein missing.
the elevatorwall in Mountain
View Tower.
Monday,Jan.24
• A looseGermanShepherdfoundin
theBusinessbuildingwas takento
•Policerespondedto a reportof a
CacheMeadowsfor impoundment.
maleindividualin the women's
lockerroomin the HPER building.
Tuesday,Jan.25
• Two USU studentsin Aggie
Saturday,Jan. 22
• Policerespond~dto a complaint Villagewerearrestedfor Minorin
Possession
of Alcohol.
that someonehad turned thegas
off to all the Student Living Center
buildings.The gas was eventually Wednesday,Jan.26
• USU PoliceassistedLoganCity
turnedbackon.
Policeon a brokenwaterline.
Severalindividualswereawakened
•An individualreported the theft
and warnedof thepossibledamage.
of her pursefrom the function.It

m

*
-0

• USU Policerespondedto a onecaraccidentandassisted LoganCity
Policeon trafficcontrol.
• An individualreportedthe lossof
herwalletin theTaggartStudent
Center.Thewalletand contentsare
valuedat $55.
• An individualin MountainView
Towerreportedthetheftof Cllsh
from his residencehallroom.

Thursday.Jan.27
• Policerespond
ed to a reportofan
individualon a dirt bikeridingand
doingtrickson thegrass.Theindividualwaswarnedfor his actions.

• An individualreportedthe theftof
her walletfrom the Old Main computer lab.Thewalletand contents
arevaluedat $20.
•A fl.ashingbarricadewas confiscatedafteran individualwasseen
carryingit into Mountain View
Tower.
In addition
/ there were17 dta •
lions and two trafficaccidents
occurred,causing$475 in damages.

If you haveany information
aboutthese orany othercrimes/
contactthe USU Policeat 7971939or lo remainanonymous,en/I
797-5000.

J

NewseR1EFs
> LoganCitymayor
coming
to USUThursday
Mayor Doug Thompson will be on
the Utah State Universitycampus on
Thursday at noon in the Sunburst
Lounge. Mayor Thompson will address
concerns from USU students .. The
topics to be discussed are the boater,
landlord tenate issues. campus safety
and Logan City relations with USU.
The Public AffairsBoard is sponsoring the Mayor Forum to give students
the opportunity to voice their opinions on these issues. They encourage
all students to voice any concerns they
have.

> Magnitude
4.4seismic
eventreported
inWyoming
SALTLAKECITY(AP) - A magnitude 4.4 seismic event was detected
Sunday in southwestern Wyoming,
with the epicenter about 20 miles west
of the town of Green River.
Dr. Walter Arabasz of the
Universityof Utah's seismograph station said the event was recorded at
7:46a.m. (MST).
"The epicenter is in an area of
known active underground mining
where some prior seismic events have
been associated with mining activity,
including a magnitude 5.2 shock in
February 1995," Arabasz said.

> ParkCityto get new
multiplex
for Sundance
PARKCITY(AP)- Each year, the
Sundance Film Festivalgets a little
more crowded.Soon it will have a little
more room.
A Kansas City company plans to
build a 10-theater multiplex near Park
City,which will more than double the
number of screens available for
Sundance.
Resort Theaters of America (RTA)
will build a 1,500-seat movie complex
on Interstate 80, six miles north of
Park City.
Construction is set to begin this
spring and the theater will open about
a year later.
The film festival can use the theaters for the first time in 2002.
"It's the best present we can make
for the filmmakers, to have the best
theaters to screen their films," said the
festival'sco-director. Nicole Guillemet.
Each of the stadiums will be outfitted with the latest in movie-projection
technology and digital sound systems.
The screens also will accommodate
high-tech video projection systems
when they become widely used.
RTAspecializesin resort towns and
has theaters in Aspen. Colo., Carmel,
Calif. and Palm Springs, Calif.
Guillemet said additional screens
won't mean more films, but less
crowded theaters and more time for
question-and-answer sessions.

> Student
drug/alcohol
survey
billclearsSenate
SALTLAKE CITY (AP) - The Utah
Senate advanced a bill to allow
schools.without parental consent, to
question students in sixth grade and
up about drug and alcohol use, youth
violence and other topics.
The bill was approved 18-9 after
Sen. Robert Montgomery, R-North
Ogden, amended it Friday to require
schools to notify parents by mail
before students are asked to participate in surveys.
The bill creates a 13-member committee to review proposed school surveys and makes it easier for schools to
recruit enough participants for the
surveys.
Sen. David Steele,R-WestPoint, said
the intent of the bill is to protect students by finding out what activities
they are engaged in and making
efforts to curtail problems.

> Hansen:
Utahshould
get
fourthcongressional
district
OGDEN (AP) - Utah should qualify
for a fourth congressionalseat as a
result of the 2000 census, accordingto
U.S.Rep. Jim Hansen.
Hansen told the Standard-Examiner
on Friday that the Legislaturewould be
wise to redraw boundaries so Weber,
Davis, Morgan, BoxElder,
Cache and Richcounties would have
their own representative in the U.S.
House.
But state lawmakerssay it's unlikely
Utah would get a fourth seat because
that would require another state to
drop one.
Hansen is now running unopposed
for the FirstDistrict.
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Dancing the funding tango at USU
have won awards and accolades
from other teams and competitions around the country?"
"The general response is surExcited murmuring and gigprise," Ryan Randall, Utah State
gling arise from group members
University Ballroom Dance
as they gather in little circles to
Company director, said.
discuss their day before warming
At a Boston competition last
up in the shaded half of HPER
year, USU won two first place
Room 102.
finishes. In November, USU had
As the music begins to res12 couples finish in the top six at
onate off the concrete walls, the
the USA Dance Sport Northwest
group slowly spreads out into
Regional Championships.
two fairly straight lines and fol"We kick butt at what we do,"
lows the movements of the
Randall said.
leader.
The Dance Company is now
"We got no troubles, life is the
the third largest of its kind in
bubbles ..." each group member
Utah, even though USU has yet
rolls their head from left to right, to recognize the potential of this
reaching to touch their chin to
group either with funding or valtheir chest
idation.
"Under the sea!" Heads roll up
"We sweat, bleed and cry for
so that noses are stretching for
this university to acknowledge
the ceiling about 20 feet above.
us," Randall said. "The adminisA visitor sits on the side of the tration is more interested in hirroom and wonders silently, "This
ing and firing football coaches
is the Dance Team? This is part
and buying tables."
of a company whose dancers
USU hasn't caught the vision
of the dance program, Randal!
UPCOMINGCOMPETITIONS said, even though the students
have. Each member pays $100
ANDPERFORMANCES per semester to dance with the
Shoes ($75 to $125 per
Feb. S - UtahCountyJ4'inter company.
pair) and travel are extra costs
DanceFestivalat OremSenior
for students, he said.
HighSchoolGymnasium
The room Randall calls his
"office" does the work of the
Feb. I I - at the Williamsburg many rooms they need but don·t
RetirementInn
have. The space. about 15 feet
square, serves as a kitchen (with
a stove and sink),a dressing
Feb. 18 and 19 - Utah
room, a locker room (there's
Va/leyStateCollegeWinterDance
about 10 lockers in there) and an
SportFestival·
office with one wooden, straightback chair, one flip-desk chair,
March 25 - at Rexburg.
and one chair that looks like a
Idaho.
.
reject from the Merrill Library.
But once the music starts, the
April 7 arid 8 - United -·•···-·.toes start tapping and the meaStatesAmateuhfaflroomDancers ger surroundings are forgotten.
."ldo .choi:eagra,pb_y;
in the cat".
AssociationW6tem
,~
Randall said.
Championships
in Orem,f1Tat
Bob Cartmill, co-director of
theMcKayCenier ·
the Dance Company, said, "If I'm
not doing it, I'm thinking about
April 20 through 22 (dancing)."
at ElleriEccles
Theatre
The constant reworking of
routines during practice showed
Aug. 9 through 12 Randall's endless pursuit of perNationalChampionshipSin
Salt
fection.
LakeCityat LittleAmericaHotel
"We have to be perfect," he
said.
• lnfom1ntio11
courtesyof •
The dancers need help: One
IMu.ROOM
DANctTEAM
spot in the Cha Cha routine is
HEATHERFREDRICKSON

Copy Editor

giving them trouble. Randall
takes the men to one end of the
room in front of a wall of mirrors and leads them through the
steps one by one.
At the other end of the floor,
Randall has asked one of the
"ladies" to lead them through
their steps. Each successive runthrough begins with the leader
sighing "again:
With 50 dancers in the company from every major college at
USU, the experience level ranges
from the beginner with no previous experience to the advanced
dancers.
"We attract the beginner,"
Cartmill said.
"The range of beginner beginner to advanced advanced creates problems," Randall said. "It's
frustrating for advanced
dancers.·
Each member of the dance
company is required to attend
between six and 12 hours of
practice each week, plus their
own personal time.
"It's no different from any
team sport," Randall said. "A
three minute dance can take two
months of rehearsal and
between $500 and $700 to put
together."
In the past, the Company
danced on the tennis courts
behind the Education Building
and racquetball courts due to a
lack of space, Randall said.
"It takes a lot of coordination,"
Cartmill said . "Space has been
difficult to arrange."
"We've been treated very well
by the HPER Building,.. Randall
said.
Randall said he felt the support from the university isn't all
it could be . He said he is frustrated with what he sees as a
lack,of ?µpport from the .~i:)lool,
"Hundreds of thousands of
lives have been bettered by
dance," he said. "People learn
interaction, sacrifice. dedication."
"Dance is so popular that it's
in the Summer Olympics this
year," Cartmill said . "The university doesn't understand the
potential."
Every year, the company puts
on their Spring Concert which
usually draws a crowd of approximately 2,000, but Randall said

Tyson Peterson dips Amber Dean.front, and Jeremy Weight dips Andrea Jorgensen in the "Banana!" as /lie song s11ggests. They are members nf Utah State University 's Competitive Ballroom Dance Team directed bit Rvan Ra11da/l.

he's never seen anyone from 1 ,
administration attend the concert.
"We've sent proposals, personalized tickets and invitations to
every dean in Student Services,
Theatre and the Physical
Education department," Randall
said. "J'm giving up ."
Arthur Jones, head of the
Health, Physical. and Recreation
department , said he attended
the Ballroom Dance Company's
Spring Concert last year

BasicChaChaSP1RAL
CHA

I. Start in basic Cha Cha position,
and Cha Cha to the right.

girl's right,
to preparefor llnderarm turn.

2. Man lifts left arm,

turns counterclockwise
to initiate the turn.

3. female

CHA

4. Man pulls female under his

arm and out of the turn .

"Ryan always says ·come and
see,'" Jones said. "I go down there
quite often and see what's going
on. I'm aware."
"Ifs a really wonderful
Ballroom Dance program. but it
doesn't fit any academic program. There's no support." Jones
said. "None of us have additional
budget He's done a really good
job."
Vice President for Student
Services Pat Terrell has also
taken in a Ballroom Dance show

at Mother's Day Week~nd list "
year.
"There's over 300 clubs' on
campus - I can't go to everything I'm invited to," Terrell said.
"I thought they were fabulous."
Theatre Arts department head
Colin Johnson said that while he
doesn't remember receiving invitations to Ballroom Dance
events, that doesn't mean he didn't get them.
J.wnp_laQAN_a.J'.EAM..Page
7

STEP

5. female executes a "back lock
step," away from her partner.

end the move with an "openJan."
Step demonstrated by Ryan Randall, Director of the
Silver Latin Technique Class, and Kristin Shurtz.

6. Both partners

USU ROTC flying high with incentiveflights; sponsors Cadet For a Day
DEBBIE LAMB

Staff Writer

As if most of us don't have
enough to do with school. work
and our social lives,the cadets
from the Air Force ROTC have
been working overtime flying
around and getting ready to play
G.I.Joe.
"It was really a great experience
to be laying on your belly in the
tail of a big airplane and looking
out through a glass window on
the bottom and see F-16s no more
than 25 feet away from you," Gary
Marlow, ROTC cadet commander,
said. "Youfind yourself looking
right down into the cockpit at the
pilot and thinking, 'That's what
rm going to be doing in a year's
time.' It's quite a rush and really

gets you excited about what
you've chosen to do."
Fifty cadets flew in KC-135·s to
refuel F-16s last Thursday at the
Air National Guard base at the
Salt Lake City International
Airport The round trip took
between two and three hours. The
cadets, the flight crew - which
consists of two pilots, a navigator
and two boom operators - the
person that works the fuel nozzle
and is responsible for refueling
the other aircraft. were the only
people on the plane, Marlow said.
The KC-135 has four jet
engines. Each engine can put out
the equivalent of 19.000 horse
power, said Ionia Andrus, public
relations officer for the cadets. It
can off-load or pump 6,000
pounds of gasoline per minute

and has 12,000 brake pads which
is the equivalent of stopping 50
cars simultaneously . The planes
refueled at a Military Operations
Area on the Nevada/ Idaho border.
"Today the F-16 couldn't complete its mission without the help
of the KC-135."said cadet Jennifer
Cowry, a freshman who recently
transferred to Utah State
University from the Air Force
Academy. ·when you see it like
that you see how the parts of the
Air Force work together to make
one successful unit."
The best part of the flight was
the refueling, according to cadet
Daylin Myers, a senior at Utah
State University. The F-16 has to
fly up to the KC-135 and maintain its speed while trying to have

a nozzle inserted into its tank
The nozzle is about the same size
as one found at a gas station, he
said.
"Everyyear the Air National
Guard unit in Salt Lake City
rotates flights between the three
universities here in Utah (Brigham
Young University, University of
Utah and USU)."Marlow said.
"This was our year to go, so we
were cleared for it, but it still took
a lot of hard work to get everything set up and actually make it
happen:
The flight is called an incentive
flight: it's purpose is to build the
moral of cadets.
"When you deal with something everyday, such as homework
assignments , ii:can wear on you,''
Myers said. "lt was a good break

We got to go and meet some people who are doing it everyday. To
get out in the real world, we can
see there is a real job waiting for
us."
The ROTC is also sponsoring a
program called "Cadet for a Day,"
which gives civilians an opportunity to experience cadet life for
themselves.
"It will be Saturday, and will
start in the Taggart Student
Center auditorium," Marlow said.
"Aswe do the different things, we
will be doing we will use the
Taggart Student Center, HPER
gyms, Military Science building
and be outside a little bit."
Cadet for a Day is open to
everyone at the university. however it is being limited to 80 participants. There will be pre-registra-

tion all next week in the TSC at a
table on the ground floor as well
as in TSC Room 326.
"To learn something about
someone 's life, it is said you
should walk a mile in their shoes,"
Myers said. "In our case it would
be combat boots."
"For students, it's a day to play
G.I. Joe just like they used to
when they were kids," Marlow
said. "It's also a great way to find
out more about the ROTC program especially if you've ever
wondered about doing it
"The idea is to do a fun-filled,
action-packed day that gives participants exposure to many of the
different elements involved in
being in ROTC: Marlow said. "It is

Jumpto ROTC.Page6
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Pleasedon't label this Prinze
ALISAVALDES-RODRIGUEZ

Los Angeles Times

HOLLYWOOD- Freddie
Prinze Jr.leans against the gritty
brick wall of an abandoned warehouse, the farawaylook of lost
love in his increasinglyfamous
dark eyes.Around him, cameras
swoop as a video for BillieMyers·
title single on the soundtrack to
Prinze'snewest starring vehicle,
the Miramax film Down to You,is
made.
Hands thrust into the pockets
of his loose blackjeans, Prinze, 23,
is gone, his slim body inhabited by
collegestudent Al Connelly,his
character in the film.The actor is
possessedthis way for almost an
hour, sexy,sensitiveand tenderly
misunderstood- all without
speaking a word.
In a big-screenuniverse populated by generallyolder,tougher,
more sarcasticand emotionally
inaccessibleleading men. Prinze·s
refreshingyouth and vulnerable
humanity have made him
America'snewest male star with
superstar potential.
Prinze's unanticipated megasuccessin last year's She'sAll That,
a low-budgetteen flick that has
made almost four times its production costs by grossingnearly
$70 million to date. Recently,
Prinze hosted "SaturdayNight
Live,"in sort of a pop culture
announcement of having arrived.
Of course, all of this makes
guys like Chris Sandovallaugh.
Sandovalmet Prinzewhen they
were both first-gradersat
Manzano Day Schooland after
years of ·getting into trouble"
together (staininga neighbor's
statue with mustard and jumping
from Prinze'schimney into the
pool, for instance) remains a close
friend. "Allwe want to know is
this,"Sandovalsays affectionately,
"how did that goofballget to
where he's at?"
The answer to that question is
not as simple as many think.
It's easy to assume Prinze got
breaks in Hollywoodbecause he's
the son of comedian and actor
Freddie Prinze,who starred in the
popular '70s sitcom "Chicoand
the Man· and died of a self-inflicted gunshot wound at age 22,
when Freddie was only 10 months
old.
But it shquld Q~noted the
world is filfodwith aspiring actors
sprung from the loins of celebrities. and many amount to nothing. Plus "there's enough distance
between his father's celebrity and
Freddie'scareer that nepotism can
be ruled out,"says actor Henry
Winkler,who plays Prinze'sfather
in Down to You,opening Friday.
"Freddiehas a career because he is
a truly talented man.·
It should also be noted that
Prinze'smother, real estate agent
Katherine Cochran, wished for
her son to be anything but an
actor, as she blamed the pressures
and easy accessto drugs associated with the entertainment industry for her ex-husband's early
demise.

The USU Fencing Club invites you to come learn the modern
olympic sport of fencing. An 'Introduction to Fencing' class will
begin tomorrow, February 1st at 7:30pm in HPER 215. Classes
will be each Tuesday from 7:30 to 8:30pm. The class fee is only
$45 which includes 1 hour of instruction weekly, use of club
equipment, and a glove for the student to keep.
Contact Nate Packer at SLPWQ@cc.usu.edu or 755-0816 for
more information.

THE TIME

Is Now

"Thanks to the Sports Academy I can
stay in shape all 12 months of the year
and have more fun doing it."
PaulCracraft - Owner of SquareOne

from Albuquerque, N. M~ 23-year-nldFreddiePrinze Jr. says Iremakes movies to 'excapefrom realityfor awhile.'

It was the dream of a normal
life for her only child that led
Cochran to ditch LosAngelesfor
Albuquerque.}VhereJ;ierparents
lived,when Prinze was 4 years old.
When Prinze was 18,he left
Albuquerque for LosAngeles,
"becauseacting was the only thing
I was even mediocre at,"Prinze
says.
The first fewyears in Los
Angeleswere difficult,Prinze says,
and he felt incrediblylonely and
scared When he finally landed a
four-line role in the TV show
"Family Matters,"he was ecstatic.
Two years later. he was cast as
the lead in an ABCafter-school
movie about a teen father. called
Too Soonfor Jeff That same year
he auditioned for a role in the
movie To Gillianon Her31th
Birthday,and got the part
The followingyear, 1997.Prinze

landed feature roles in two films,
The Houseof Yesand I Know What
YouDid LastSummer.
In 1998,Prinze appeared in the
sequel I StillKnow What YouDid
LastSummer. And last year, he
gained widespread fame in She's
All That, followedby the space
movie Wing Commander.
Many close to him describe
Prinze as relaxed,kind and generous, but the actor admits his dad
is a sore spot for him, and the
questions are annoying.
Becausehis mother felt traumatized by the press coverageof
his father's death. Prinze tries to
shield her from the media now.
"I try to keep my mom as far
away from all this as I can. After
my father passed away,she got
really kind of jerked around by the
press and by a lot of people, so I
kind of have this need to protect

her."
The younger Prinze'sonly
escape from reality,he says,is acting.
,
"I make movies for the same
reason I think people go to see
movies,"he says.'To escape reality
for a while. It's the only place
where I can flythe spaceship,
pitch the winning game and get
the girl and live happily ever after:
Though it's tempting to get
caught up in the attention, Prinze
says he is doing his best not to
believe the hype .
"Mywhole life I've alwaysbeen
on the outside lookingin, I've
never fit in, and I love it like that.
People say all kinds of stuff, from
'He's the next Cary Grant' to 'He's
the next Keanu Reeves,'and I
don't care. None of that is me.
None of it
Tm me, and that's it."
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FRI-SAT
6- I :2
461 N. MAIN
75:2-6411

Ex_oires

3/50/00

I

-----------ALL-YOU-CAN

WEEKDAY

-EA T

BREAKFAST

BAR

99

$3

MON-FRI•6AM-11AM

For a quick, delicious:jump-start on tJOur datJ, order our
All-tJou-can -eat Breakfast Bar, £njotJ a variet'J of items like:
eggs:, pancakes:, French toast. bacon. sausage and much more.

USUPresilent's
Divers•1Rwards

Pres. Emert Invites Nominations for
the Seventh Annual Utah State
University President's Diversity Award
leRecognizes those individuals who have made
significant contributions to further the principles
and values of affirmative action. equal opportunity
and diversity.

eFive awards presented in the following categories:
1. Faculty
2. Administrator
3. Staff
4. Student
5. Community member
For Nomination Guidelines, Contact the
Affirmative Actioni Equal Opportunity Office in
Old Main, Room 161
Logan, Utah 84322-1475
Telephone (435) 797-1266
Nominations Must be Received by March 1, 2000
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Rochelle Cox also received
"The feeling of going over a
highpoint (highest cummulative
jump is a cool, connected feeling," Cox said, "It feels like
score) for her performance in
you·re flying."
The newly formed Utah State English Equitation on the flat.
Cox, the team captain and
The Intercollegiate Horse
University Equestrian Team wasone of the students responsible
Show Association was started
n't horsing around last weekend
for starting the program at USU, back East by Bob Cachione, who
at a regional competition where
said equitation is all about show wanted to give college-age stuit placed second in points based
and how well a person can perdents easy access to horses that
on consistency.
form on a horse that is a
can be very expensive for a stuThe team was judged in four
stranger to them.
dent's budget. Now there are
types of classes from beginning
"You pretty much look like a
several regions spanning the
to advanced. The first category
United States.
is English Equitation on the Flat. Barbie doll on a horse," Cox
said, "Ifs pretty cool."
USU's Equestrian Team shows
which is English Style show ridOne shouldn't get the idea
with Oregon State University,
ing. Another is English
this sport is only for people who the University of Oregon,
Equitation Jumping, which is
are worried more about their
Montana State and Brigham
jumping over fences. Western
hair than the horse. Cox said
Young University. to name a few.
Equitation on the Flat is more
there is a great deal of time.
The team practices at the
connected to the horse than
effort and skill required to be
Horse Unit across from
English Equitation. The most
able to get on an unfamiliar
Convergys in Logan, and is curdifficult of the categories is
mount and make it perform as
rently 18 members strong, 14 of
Western Reining, which is doing
if you've ridden together for
which competed last weekend,
patterns on a horse and shows
Cox said. Currently, the team is
the highest skills of a horseman. years.
BRYCE CASSELMAN

Staff Writer

Hatt Dam(IJl Gu-enyth Paltrm,

,,...,.-

.,

trying to become a club sport.
Dr. Tiffany Day, assistant professor in the Animal. Dairy and
Veterinary Science department
is the advisor under the Equine
department. Some classes available to students are a couple of
horsemanship classes, a colt
breaking class, a special problems class, a horse management
class and a class on horse production .
There will be an equestrian
competition at BYUon Feb. 18
and 19 at the University's
Livestock Pavilion in Provo,
which is also where the
Equestrian Regional
Competit ion will be held on
March 25.
Students that are interested
in getting involved in the program can call Rochelle at 7538825 for more information.

Trombone and flute combined again in USU faculty recital

..,,..

":"( ' .....

UTAH STATEUNIVERSITY

Media Re/a/ions

Gra~uatin~
mis
Summer
orfall1
Applied for
Graduation yet? All
paperwork must be
to the Cashiers
Office by
February 15. 2000.
For more info, go to
edu/registra/admrec/ gradsteps. html

The unique pairing of trombone and flute is again offered
when Todd Fallisis joined by his
wife,Elizabeth,in a light. enjoyable recital,Todd said.
The event is part of the faculty
recital series presented by Utah
State University'sdepartment of
Music.The recital begins at 7:30
p.m.,Wednesday in the Dansante
RecitalHall (Dansante Building),
59 S. 100 W., Logan.The recital is
free and open to all.
The evening'srecital could
accuratelybe referred to as an
evening with Fallisand Friends,
since so many diverse musicians,
on their respectiveinstruments,
have agreed to perform during
the evening.AssistingTodd and
Elizabethis pianist Gary Amano,
guitarist Mike Christiansen and
members of the Arcata String
Quartet: Marjorie Bagley(violin),
Michael Carrera (cello).Brant
Bayless(viola)and Christopher
Takeda (violin).
This is the second year in a row

that this same instrumentation
has been used in the Fallis'recital.
Personnel and the recital repertoire have changed but the instruments remain the same, Todd
said. However,he said, he and
Elizabethhave just about exhausted the repertoire for flute and
trombone.
The recital opens with
ElizabethFallisand Christiansen
in "Sicilienne·from "Pelleaset
Melisande"by Gabriel Faure.Todd
describes the work as jazzy.gorgeous and very different.The
pairing of flute and guitar is
unique.
Christiansen continues to be
featured in the second work.
"Deux Danses,"by Jean-Michel
Defaye.This time he is paired
with Todd on the trombone.
The third selection is actually
two separate pieces that are often
performed together, "ANight
Piece· and "Scherzo·by Arthur
Foote. Elizabethon flute is joined
by the Arcata String Quartet for
these works.
"I wanted to take advantage of
having the Arcata in our depart-

ment."Todd said. "It is a great
opportunity to have a professional
string quartet in residence forstudents, faculty members and community members alike. I wanted
to include them in the recital and
I'm excited to perform with them."
Todd gets the chance to do just
that in the next selection,"Sonata·
by Patrick McCarty.The work is a
standard in the trombone repertoire but is not often performed.
he said. He is pleased to be able to
include it in the recital program.
Eliz.abethreturns for "Assobio
A. Jato" by Hector Villa-Lobos.She
is joined by cellist Michael
Carrera. The work is described as
a "vibrant,contemporary piece."
Gary Amano, head of USU
piano program in the department
of Music,joins Todd for "Fantastic
Polka"by Arthur Pryor. This is the
second year that Amano has
joined Fallisfor a recital selection.
The recital providesa rare opportunity for Cache Valleyresidents
to hear the pianist perform.
Todd and Elizabethpair for the
recital's final selection."Three
Dances in A minor" by G. P.

Todd Fallis

Telleman, arranged by Hartley.
This Baroque-erapiece was originally arranged for flute and tuba.
The work provides a chance to
hear the unique combination of
the high voice,the flute, combined with the low voice,the bass
trombone.
"This recital will be short,
relaxingand fun," Todd said. "Ifs
a good introduction to recitals
since there is a chance to hear so
many instruments in interesting
combinations."

Richard Paul Evans to speak at women's conference

MAIL EXPRESS 9h

NATALIELARSON

Staff Writer

The silver anniversary of the
Annual Northern Utah
Women·s Conference marks the
25th year of this non-profit
organization's crusade to promote women's issues, present
informative forums and provide
a supportive network for Utah
women.
The conference will be held
at the Ogden Marriott Hotel on
Saturday, March 25 from 8 a.m.
to 2:45 p.m. It has been organized by the Northern Utah
Conference Committee headed
by Carolyn Taylor.
The theme for this year's
conference will be ·woman to
Woman : Each One, Teach One.·
This theme ties in with the
main purpose focused on teaching women.
According to a.press release,
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ROTC
Continuedfrom Page4
designed to be a fun interactive
experience for participants, and
in no way should be confused as
a boot camp or in-processing
experience."
For civilianswho do not want
to join the military, Cadet for a
Day will be an important factor in
showing how the military protects
the people, Cowry said.
"Wewould like folksto walk
away from this saying,'Wow,I
had fun and learned something
besides,'"Marlowsaid. "Also,I
understand how that whole
ROTCthing works and what it

Visit the
manufacturing
showroomat
Marcelle; where
you can create
a beautiful piece
of jewelry as
urnQueas
your love.

does:
Marlow said there will be some

Allengagement
rings$ I5000
forthegold.
4S NorthMain,Logan• ..7S3-4892

.

10a.m.-6p.m. Monday-Friday
• 10a.m.-4p.m.S~

I

the cost of the conference will
include a continental breakfast.
a lunch of choice and the educational workshops being
offered. Door prizes will also be
given away.
Workshop choices include:
"Massage/Aroma Therapy,"
"Turn Off Pain, Turn On
Power,""Road Rage,"
"Acupuncture 2000. Back to the
Future," "Interior Design,"
"Color Coordination With
Personality, Fashion. Make-up
and Hair" and "Dietary Herbs
and Supplements - Are they For
You?"
According to promoter Sylvia
Le Mons-Liddle, Ken BrockBank
will be the first keynote speaker.
He is the co-owner of RSK
Management. Inc., president of
BMI. Inc. and Executive Vice
President of Unishippers.
The luncheon keynote speaker will be Richard Paul Evans.

the author of The Christmas
Box, The Letter, The Locket and
The Dance. Two of these books
have been made into made-fortelevision movies.
"In previous years, the
keynote speakers have been the
main draw for attendees ," said
Liddle. "We've had between 250
and 400 women attend. We
always have a good time .
"It's a great time for people
to get together and have the
opportunity to work one-onone with professionals," she
said. "It makes information
more accessible when you can
hear it from a person."
Seating for the conference is
limited, so reservations are recommended. It will be $25 in
advance and $30 at the door.
Attendees are encouraged to
make reservations before March
21. To do so, call Liddle at (801)
777-5333.

basic informative briefings to start
things out and lay a ground work.
After that, participants will be
divided into four operational
flights(a unit equivalent to a platoon, etc.)The flightswill then
participate in activities such as
drills,physical exercises, group
leadership problems and learning
proper protocol for the flag.
A flag retirement ceremony will
be included in the day's events as
will a short warrior run - where
the wing (the whole group) will do
a run around campus singing military cadences Uodies).
The experience will end with
lunch and a graduation program
where participants will receive a
certificate,Detachment coin, Tshirt. and a new call sign, such as
'Maverick'or 'Goose,'Marlow said.

"The ROTCis one of the best
detachments in the nation and
the quality of cadets here is awesome,"he said. "Over the past
couple of years they have had an
amazing placement of pilots and
have receivednational recognition
and awards.
"Manypeople are afraid to find
out about ROTCbecause they
think they will have to commit to
something right away,"Marlow
said. "That is absolutely false.
Anyone can try ROTCon a trial
basis and find out more without
any commitment.
"I think we have a basic duty as
citizens to appreciate our government, our rights, our freedoms,
and the forcesthat defend them,"
Marlowsaid. "Also,it's going to be
a lot of fun."
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Members of the Ballroom Dance Company

DANCETEAM
Continuedfrom Page4
Randall said the emotional,
physical and financial fight with
USU has been too much of a
strain on him. He is turning the
company over at the end of this
semester to Cartmill, who will
continue with the company until
he graduates with his Bachelor's
in psychology.
"(Randall) calls me insane,"
Cartmill said. ·1 do it for
the love of teaching. to
see the excitement of the
students."
·we love our teams,"
Randall said. "I could
squeeze them all to
death every day."
The company is
divided into three
teams: Blue, White,
and Competition. In
their search for
non-competitive
team names,
Randall and
Cartmill said
they settled on

practiceone of their rot1tinesfor their upcomingcompetitions.Their next competitionwill be on Feb.5 in Orem, Utah.

USU's school colors.
Cartmill said Ricks College's
dance teams are divided according to skill level. He and Randall
wanted to create two equal
teams here to keep up team spirit without making one team
seem superior to the other.
"There's no one on the backup learns that couldn't be on the
competition team," Randall said.
Cartmill added
that the Blue
and White teams
serve as backup
teams with slower, easier
routines.
"They're
the most
enthusiastic
because
they're
new,"
Cartmill said.
"The competition
team is more intense,
they pay more attention to detail."
Each team
focuses on one style

of dance. The Blue team performs more standard dances,
such as the Waltz, Foxtrot, and
the Tango.
The White team performs the
Latin dances such as the Samba
and the Cha Cha.
Couples from each team are
encouraged to enter competitions on an individual basis, but
often it's just the competition
team that travels.
"Other competitors see USU
has a team and while they're
here, they try out," Randall said.
"Word of mouth."
Randall said the university
seems concerned with building
relations with the community
but fails to see how the
Company can aid the university
with this task without any funding.
"We go out to the
Williamsburg Retirement
Community for a Valentine's
Dance," Cartmill said. ·we dance
at the Mother's Day weekend
and numerous on-campus performances."
While the team builds community relations, the dancers

I

1;1
.,,

Utah

Universi

build each other's confidence
levels.
"Before I started dancing, I
was really shy," Samuel Brand, a
member of the White team and
a senior in Family Consumer
Science, said.
"Dancing pelvis to pelvis with
a girl ..." Brand said, letting out a
stifled cry, "all my fantasies come
true."
Brand was a member of the
Competition team last year, but
due to time constraints with
school, he's had to cut himself
back to the White team.
"l love to dance," he said.
Anything strange ever happen
out on the dance floor?
Randall and Cartmill both
chuckle.
"We performed at a church,
and one of the girls lost an earring," Cartmill said. "This old guy
picked it up and started following her around the floor trying
to give it back to her as she
danced."
"We've had girls' dresses come
undone," Randall said, laughing.
"The partner just has to hold on
to it"
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Marryyou? Hmmm.
"Can I think about it?"
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1ssues

Reception with Mayor
Thurs, February 3, noon
Sunburst Lounge

Nnenna Freelon
jazz vocalist
february, 11, 2000
7:30 p.m.
kent concert hall
student tickets, $3

Comemeet the mayor and ask about issues such as:
-booting
-landlord/tenant
1ssues
-city/university
1ssues

tickets for both events available
at TSC info center
VAL

R. CHRISTENSEN

SERVI
CE
o CENTER
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

"Making a World of Difference"

Congratulations Volunteers!
Val R.Christensen service center volunteers put in
more than 14,852 hours Fall Semester!
Come to the Service Center (TSC 327) to find out
which of our 24 programs you're interested in.
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Monday -Network with 25 HASSalumni, see what
people do with a degree like yours, Ballroom
10:30-1p.m., FREEcookies
Tuesday- Humanities Breakfast, 9:30 p.m., Dean's
Cont. Room in Old Main, 3rd Floor
Open poetry reading in Sunburst Lounge,
11-1 p.m.
Wednesday-Social Sciences Breakfast, 8 a.m.,
Dean's conference room in Old Main, 3rd
floor
-Trivia Bowl, Sunburst Lounge, 11-1 p.m., prizes
Thursday - Chili in Ceramics Bowl for $6,
TSCpatio, 11-1 p.m.
-Ceramics guild demos in Sunburst lounge,
11-1 p.m.
-An outstanding HASSstudent recognized at
B-ball game
Friday - Art Breakfast, 8 a.m., lounge outside of
LAEPdept.
-Cookies and punch at the Student Art Show
in the Tippetts Gallery, 11-1 p.m.
-Speaker, Denise Schamandt - Besserat, 2:30
p.m., Family Life 206.
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Will you be mine?
Semi-formalValentine'sDance,
$5/ couple
Saturday,Feb.12, 8-midnight

www.usu.edu
/asusu
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scoring on
•
1cet not
with ladies
STATINGTHE STATS

/ ReubenWadsworth
Utah State
University hockey player Aaron
Burrell scored
five goals in his
team's 9-4 victory over the Provo
lcecats
two
weeks ago. The
rest of his team can score as well.
Their offensive numbers are practically unheard of in hockey. Past final
scores this season have been
blowout wins such as 11-3, 12-2,
10-3 and even a 19-0 drubbing of
New Mexico.
Despite their effectivenessin scoring on the ice, Burrelland two of his
hockey-playing buddies (defenseman Danny Wilson and goaltender
Eric Moldenhauer) can't seem to
score while off the ice with the
women.
"I don't feel quite adequate
around the other hockey players
who have girlfriends,"Wilson said.
Why are these players starved for
female attention?
Wilson said he has had a hard
time meeting women in Logan.
Moldenhauer said he has had nothing but stalkers he's not interested in
since his arrival at USU. Burrell
thinks women are intimidated by his
dashing physique.
These guys just aren't feeling the
love at USU.
It is sad to say, but none can
remember the last time they went on
a real date. They long for female
companionship, but so far have not
been lucky enough to find it.
Ifwomen at USU only knew what
they were missing, the trio's problems would be solved.
Here is the lowdown on these
three Aggie hockey wonders:
Burrellstands at 6-foot-2 and weighs
in at 195 pounds. He is thick. His
teammates say he is built like a rock.
"He's an iron tower of manhood,"
Wilson said.
Burrell hails from Thunder Bay,
Ontario, Canada, and likes sailing
and golf.
Any ladies willing to take a
chance on this solid man may call
787-4530.
Moldenhauer said he is lookingto
meet a broad selection of women.
He is 6-foot-2and 160 pounds.
The Park City native likes any
sport from skiing to tennis.
He likes the spontaneous.
Wilson thinks women haven't
gotten
to
know the
real
Moldenhauer.
"They know the man behind the
mask, but they don't know the man
without it," he said.
'Moldie' is available by calling
787-8264.
Wilson, ( no. 10) who is the most
verbose in expressing his desire to
meet women, stands at 5-foot-9 and
weighs 175 pounds (None of it is
flab, he suggests).
"I'm not looking for a fling,"
Wilson said. "I just want a nice girl
that I can spend all my money on."
Danny, from West Hills, Calif., is
ambitious, Moldenhauer said.
According to 'Moldie,' Wilson has
goals and plans for the future.
Isn't it true that women are attracted to ambitious men?
Another of Wilson's outstanding
qualities is that he feels at ease in the
kitchen. He said he once aspired to
be a chef.
Don't women like men that can
cook?
Not only can Wilson cook, but he
is handsome as well. His teammates
say he looks like RickyMartin.
Women love RickyMartin. Right?
Wilson also doesn't mind making
a fool of himself and his teammates,
says he is a hopeless romantic and
enjoys long walks on the beach.
He is looking for a spontaneous
woman that is also fun, outgoing and
likes hockey. If you meet this
description call 787-2298 and ask
for 'Danimal.'
Reuben Wadsworth,like theseAggie
hockeywonders,is available.He likes
girls who are willing to join him on
"RangerReub plannedexcursions."
Dating requestsmay be sent to
rangerreub@hotmail.com.

Tempers flair as USU hockey club trounces Utah
REUBENWADSWORTH

Sports Writer

After an intense battle with
Colorado State University a
week ago, Utah State
University hockey head coach
Jerry Crossley said his team
was subject to a bit of a letdown.
A letdown it was on
Saturday night at the sold-out
Ogden Ice Sheet. But it was a
letdown in penalties, not in
scoring, as the Aggies (19-0-1)
easily skated to a 9-1 win over
the University of Utah to
keep their undefeated record
intact.
USU players were sent to
the penalty box 20 different
times while the Utes served
time for 14 penalties of their
own. The penalties got so out
of hand it was three on three

at one point with 1:05 left in
the second period then again
near the end of the third .
Utah had a five on three
advantage over the Aggiesat
one point in the third but
couldn't score.
AggieMarlen Marquez was
in the box four different
times. Three from his own
doing and one after a penalty
was called on the crowd for
throwing pennies on the ice.
Crossley was disappointed
with his players· lack of composure in the game. yet
pleased they have been lucky
in avoiding letting penalties
hurt them the whole season.
USU's Aaron Burrell said
Crossley told the team not to
come out flat because of lack
of interest in the game.

JumptoPENAIJIES,Page9

USU'sright winger Aaron Burrell takes a shot 011 goal in the secondperiodof the Aggies 9-1 victory over Utah on Saturday.

USU wins fourth straight on road
into the game and gave USU a lift with
an acrobatic tip-in to close the Idaho
lead to 9-7.
It wasn't pretty, but Utah State
Daniels tied the game on a dunk
University sits atop the Big West
after he led the break, gave the ball to
Conference at 6-0 after beating the
Bernard Rock, who gave the ball back
University of Idaho 67-60, sweeping a
to the 250-pound forward for the hamfour-game road swing.
mer dunk.
The Aggies(15-5 overall) trailed
Morrill changed USU's defense to
throughout the first half, as they manzone midway through the first half,
aged to shoot only 39 percent from the
which stifled the quick Vandal offense.
field. However, ugly as it
The Aggies continued to
may have been, USU still
chip away at the Idaho
managed to pick up its sixth
lead.
straight.
Rolle scored eight (two
"This one was ugly - flat
3-pointers and a lay-up) of
OF
ugly."USU head coach Stew
his 14 points in a two
Morrill said to KVNU."It
minute stretch to turn a
18~16deficit into a 24-22
goes down as a ·w.·We'll feel
Game MVP:
good about it."
lead.
After Idaho's Lance
ShawnDaniels,who
Once again USU was
Buoncristiani hit two freescored16poinfs,
strong down the stretch and
throws, Brown hit a 3grabbednine
broke the game open with
poin ter with just under
rebounds.
an 11-5 run to end the secone minute left to give the
ond half.
Aggies a 27-24 halftime
Key Stat:
Utah State struggled at
lead.
BernardRockand
the free-throw line throughUtah State shot 5-9
TonyBrownshota
out the game, but stepped it
from 3-point land for the
combined6-for-8
up when it counted most.
game.
Both Bernard Rock and Tony from thefree-throw
The Aggiebombing conlinein thedosing
Brown hit 3-of-4 down the
tinued early on in the secminutes,
stretch, and Shawn Daniels
ond half as Rolle and
- who is averaging just 33Brown combined to extend
percent from the free-throw . Turning
the USU lead to nine line this season - hit both
the largest of the game for
point:
his shots with just over one
USUclosedthegame either team.
minute left.
But the Vandals, playing
with an 11-5run.
Daniels made a good
in the spacious Kibbie
showing on TV (ESPN2
Dome in front of 2,191,
broadcasted the game) Sunday afterscratched their way back into the connoon in the Kibbie Dome in Moscow,
test behind a poor USU stretch at the
Idaho. He scored 16 points and grabbed line and 10 points by Scott in seven
nine rebounds. Combined with 6-footminutes. His 3-pointer with 3:40
11 Dimitri Jorssen, they dominated the
remaining gave Idaho its first lead in
Vandal frontcourt.
20 minutes.
Gordon Scott led U of I (8-10 overall,
U of I held the lead for only 20 sec2-4 BWC)with 19 points on 7-of-18
onds, as Rolle put in a wild, leaning
shooting, including five 3-pointers. He
jumpshot in traffic and drew the foul to
gave the Vandals an early lead with a
give the Aggies the lead for good.
3-pointer on their first possession.
USU is back at home this week for
The Aggies played catch-up for the
games against the University of North
first five minutes. as they committed
Texas on Thursday and New Mexico
four turnovers. Brennan Ray checked
State University on Saturday.
AARON MORTON

Assistant Sports Editor

usu

67
I 60

U

USU"sDimitri Jorssen(14)has his slrotblockedby a NAU defender011 Dec. 9 in the Spectrum.

Once road dogs, now road warriors, USU is firing on all eight cylinders
WADE DfNNJSTON

Assistant Sports Editor

USUgoes from road dogs to road
warriors.
After three weeks, the past two on
the road, the Utah State University
men's basketball team finds itself in possession of first place in the Eastern
Division of the Big West Conference
with a 6-0 mark (15-5 overall),two
games ahead of both New Mexico State
Universityand the University of North
Texas.

After starting the season 0-3 away
at Santa Barbara on Jan.20, Two nights
from the friendly confines of the
later, USU pulled ahead early with a 15Spectrum, the Aggieshave won four
3 run against California Polytechnic
straight on the road, all in BigWest play. State University.
Why the big turn around away from·
At Boise State University on
home?
Thursday, Utah State jumped out to a
There might be several reasons.
21-10 lead. Againstthe Vandals, the
USU has started quickly in each
Aggiestrailed for much of the first half
game, with the exception of the
before finally taking their first lead of
University of Idaho contest on Sunday
the game, 16-15,followingjunior center
afternoon.
·Dimitri Jorssen's tip-in with 5:40
In its two-game'California swing.
remaining in the first half.
Utah State opened the game with a 16-7
But as USU has shown in earlier
run against the University of California
games, what it starts, it finishes.

After building a 16-point second half
lead against the Gauchos. the Aggieslet
UCSBdimb its way back into the game
with an 18-0 run. USU regained its composure and ended the game with a 10-0
runfor a four point victory.
Against Cal Poly, USUbuilt a lead of
14 in the second half, only to let the
Mustangs fight their way back into it.
Once again, the Aggiesremained calm
and used a 15-5 run to finish the game.
BoiseState came to within one point
of USU in the second half, 63-62,with
].wnp.Ja_BQ.~~-'--'-"-

-~

Aggies1N
AcT10N
Weekend

Recap

Basketball
Utah State
Idaho

Hockey
Utah
Utah

67
60

(Saturday)
State

Track and Field

Gymnastics

9
1

Utah State
Boise State

Women's

1 91 .625
1 90.1

Tennis

Colorado
State
Utah State

9
0

USU's James
Shatters record,
Super Bowl
St. Louis
Tennessee

Parker
Page 11
XXXIV
23
16

Checkthe Statesman every
Monday, Wednesdayand
Fridayfor completeand
in-depthlooksat allAggie
sportingevents.Find us on the
Web at www.statesman.usu.edu
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USU'sAaron Burrell (standing in net)

There's -a reason
we're the #1
MCAT course.

defends himself as Utah's goalie retaliatesafter Burrell ended up in the goal.

with 7:25 to go in the second period. That play led
to Burrell and Ute Ryan Kelly being sent to the
penalty box for roughing penalties.
No single play had more penalties in the game
than what occurred with 1:35 left in the second
period. Play was stopped for more than ten minutes while penalties were sorted out and a broken
stick was removed from the ice.
At that point a roughing penalty was called on
Aggie Danny Wilson while Ute Taras Turko was
whistled for unsportsmanlike conduct after a skirmish in the Utes· goal. The scuffle also resulted m
a penalty shot for USU's Anderson after the Utes·
were found guilty of intentionally trying to knock
off the net on an Aggie scoring opportunity,
Burrell said. Anderson was unable to slip the
penalty try past Ute goaltender Axdes Haley.
"That was an interesting hodgepodge of
events." Anderson said
Anderson said his team did their best to keep
their cool and keep on playing after the unusual
happenings.
The Aggies chose their shots carefully against
the Utes. While scoring their nine goals, USU only
attempted 20 shots on goal. The Utes tried 45
shots and only landed one of them.
Positives in the penalty-marred game?
Anderson said there was good puck movement by
defensemen Colby Thurston. Ross Keyes and Rad
Anderson.

PENALTIES
Continuedfrom Page8
According to Burrell. the penalty-filled contest was
not a good one for the fans. but he was happy
they came in droves.
·we had an emotionally draining week," USU
assistant captain Nate Anderson said. There is a
tendency to relax between big games, he added.
The Utes· lone goal, made by Jason Lowder, was
the first score of the game, coming with 3:30 left
in the first period.
It didn't take long for the Aggies to answer as
USU's Kelly Froerer found the net just 47 seconds
later with the help of an assist from teammates
Aaron Burrell and Nick Thiros.
The Aggies rolled on to score two goals in the
first period and six in the second.
Anderson recorded a hat trick in the game
with four goals. Burrell scored two while three
other Aggies scored one apiece. They were
Froerer. Thiros and Clint Stosich.
Anderson said one of the reasons for the large
number of penalties was because players get frustrated when the score is run up. According to
Anderson, the Utes were guilty of taking some
cheap shots on the Aggies.
Burrell agreed. He said he was kicked by a few
Utah players when he was shoved into the net

J!,j)

I

ROADWARRIORS
Continuedfrom Page8
6:43 to go, but the Aggies ended
the contest with a 12-6 run.
In the Idaho game. the
Vandals took their only lead in
the second half at 53-52, following a 3-pointer from senior
guard Gordon Scott. The Aggies
followed suit. as in their three
previous games. finishing strong
with a 15-7 run.
Another reason the Aggies •
were successful on their four
game road trip was forward
Shawn Daniels. who was picked
as the Big West Newcomer of the
Year prior to the season.
The 6-foot-6 junior out of
Bakersfield. Calif.. proved why he
was awarded that honor.
During his trip back to his
home state, Daniels dazzled family and friends in both games.
totaling a combined 30 points, 27
rebounds, nine blocks. five steals
and four assists.
At Boise State. the 250-pound
Daniels tied his career-high point
total with 17. grabbed six boards.
blocked two shots and handed
out an assist.
With the ESPN2 cameras

j

}

I

rolling at Idaho. J;?anielstallied
15 points, including a jam after
receiving a behind-the-back pass
from junior guard Bernard Rock.
Daniels also added nine
rebounds, one more than his Big
West leading average.

Daniels
Jorssen
Rock.
Rolle
Brown
Thomas

9
8
2

TOTALS

111 6
3/4
2
◄
0/0
0
24
2/2
5
11 3/6 0/0
0
12 0/2 0/0
2
20022/5618/29 38

Idaho

Min FG

Ray
Bailey
Bobb

29

5/B

32

2/6
0/0
1/1

Gray
Ford

33

Dickens
Miller
Scott
Buonctistiani

23
11

3

2

9

0
0
0
2

0

II

◄

6
0
67

0/0

9
6

2/7
0/0

213 6
0/0
2
36 7118 0/0
I
29 1/4 2/2 0
Monroe
IS 1/3 '))2
7
Lewis
3 0/0 0/0
0
Gerschef$ke 16 l /5 4/4
5
TOTALS 20022/5610/11 38

0
0
0
I
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UNIVERSITY

HOUSING & FOOD SERVICES
Invites You to the

10

ummit
Ha enHouse!

6
0
19
5
◄

0
6
60

Tonight!

lpt FG: USU 5/9 (Brown 2/◄, Roll~ 3/3)
Idaho 6/20 (Scott SI 14, Buoncristiani 1/4).

Steals: USU7 (Rock3). Idaho 6
(Buoncristiani 2, four others with I).

Blocks:USU2 (Daniels,Jorssen).Idaho2
(Scott, Gerschefske)

Attendance: 2,191

Monday
January,
31s

Tyson
thinks... aboutseeingthe world
MANCHESTER.England (AP)
- Mike Tyson wants more
fights to reach top form. and he
wants to do that in Europe.
That's fine with Jay Larkin.
who runs boxing for Showtime,
the American cable network.
Larkin also wouldn't mind taking Tyson to Asia.
More difficult. it seems, will
be getting Tyson a fight anywhere against undisputed
heavyweight champion Lennox
Lewis. Tyson has a contract with
Showtime and Lewis with rival
HBO.
Tyson put an exclamation
point on his two-week ego trip
to England in his bout with
Julius Francis. 1le knocked him
down five times and stopped
him at 1:03 of the second round
before a roaring sellout crowd
of 21,000 Saturday night in
MEN Arena.
He left Manchester about 5
a.m. Sunday, heading to
Gatwick Airport outside
London for a flight to Phoenix.
"I hope he can come back,"
said Frank Warren, promoter of

KAPLAN
®

10

◄

I
I
0
I

5. Call to enroll!

UtallSl:ate

16
8
10
14

February

'

FT Reb. A TP

34 5/11 0/0

5/B

1
0
3

Class starts

Check11sout for all the latest in
sports and news. We're you're
No. 1 spot for Aggie information.

Min FG FT Reb A TP
30 5/12 611l
22 4/13 0/3
36 2/B 6/8

Answer: All of the above.

·WWWSTATESMAN:tiSU:EOU

8ASKETIWJ..SUMMARY
USU

Why do more students choose Kaplan MCAT than all other
prep courses combined? Is it our expert teachers? ...Convenient
class schedules? ...Comprehensive review materials and up-to-date
practice MCATs?...Could it be our online MCAT topical tests
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week?

Saturday night's fight.
Tyson would like a few fights
in Europe. However, his first
one. scheduled for March 25,
could be in New Jersey.
"We're still talking
Meadowlands but we have been
getting offers. real offers from
Europe," said Larkin, adding he
has received calls from
Copenhagen, Denmark.
Amsterdam. Netherlands and
Paris.
"Asia also is attractive
because of the time difference."
Larkin said.
A Tyson pay-per-view fight in
Europe would have to start
about 4 a.m. local time (11 pm.
EST). which hurts the Jive gate.
A fight in Asia - say, Japan could start in the early afternoon because Japan is 14 hours
ahead of the eastern United
States.
Larkin indicated that Tyson's
March 25 match, probably
against Lou Savarese, will be
pay-per-view and the
Meadowlands is the leading site
for the bout.

From
4p.m.
to9p.m.!
Come
See
The
Newly
Remodeled
Summit
Hall!
~
\
i
•~q•

t4ef'

t~,,

,~~

ForMore
Information
Call:

797-3113

TheAggie
Shuttle
willberunning
every30minutesJ
and
drops
offinfront
oftheLundstrom
Student
Center.
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USU just solid enough on beam to beat Boise State
enough to hold off Boise State
University, who scored 190.1, but
both teams struggled on their
final two events.
USU gymnasts Christy Denson
and Kristen Bloom took first and
second in the all-around, with
39.100 and 38.700, respectively.
The meet was Bloom's first collegiate experience, but she was able
to block out mistakes by her
teammates and stay focused.
"That's the highest debut score,
I'm sure, in the history of USU
gymnastics, and she's going to be
outstanding," head coach Ray
Corn said of Bloom
Boise State's Tiffany Weston
was expected to vie for the top
all-around position, but falls on
three of the four events kept her
out of the running.
The Aggies started strong on
vault with clean landings and
consistent scores, but the Broncos
scores were only slightly lower.
Sophomore Stephanie Huff led
the way for USU with a 9.750,
second only to BSU's Debbie
Thompson, who scored 9.775.
Huffs vault was one of the few
difficult enough to have a start
value of 10.00.
While Boise State faltered on
bars and had to count a score of
8.700, Utah srate edged forward
with five solid performances.
Seniors Christy Denson and
Jessica Porter turned in the two
highest scoring routines. Denson
ended with a stuck double layout
and earned a 9.925.
Earlier Corn said he was wor-

LYNNETTE
HOHMAN

Sports Writer

With six for six on vault and a
score of 48.8 on bars, the ninth
highest bar total in Utah State
University history, the Aggies
looked unstoppable after two
rotations.
But once again, the beam
added some uncertainty to the
outcome of their home opener
Friday night.
The Aggies· 191.625 was

USU'sAmandaJenkins leaps headuver-toeon the balancebeam Friday.

ried his team might press themselves too hard in the second half
of the meet, which is exactly what
happened .
"You like to see that on vault
and the uneven bars ," Corn said,
"but it doesn't work on beam."
USU's first three athletes fell,
and it seemed the Aggies' nearperfect record against the Broncos
could be in jeopardy. But freshman Kristen Bloom ended the
string of falls with a solid 9.600 .
Denson and freshman Tina Ellis
continued Bloom's momentum,
scoring 9.850, and 9.775, respectively.
Five of Boise States· six gymnasts fell off the beam in the last
rotation, allowing USU to clinch
the win.
The floor was equally frustrating for the two young teams. In
total there were five one tenth
deductions for stepping out of
bounds, as well as five falls; three
from the Aggies and two from the
Broncos.
Inexperience was a key factor,
both coaches said. Corn was confident that as they become more
accustomed to collegiate competition, his team will improve.
Boise State University head
coach Sam Sandmire also attributed many of the errors to youth,
and said falls this early in the season can be fixed.
"Ifs just a chance for the
coaches to see who they want to
put in the lineup, what we want
to leave in, and what we need to
take out," Sandmire said.

USU'sKirraDegener balanceson the beam during her rutine Friday night in the Spectrum against Boise State.

Utah State avoids deja vu against Boise State
with peiformance on beam, walks away with win.

Wedon'thave
a jobforyou.

St.Louiswins
firstSuper
Bowlever

AARON MORTON

Assistant Sports Editor

We havea carro:
As a financial advisor for Waddell & Recd you'll help
families, businesses and individuals make the most ortheir
financial future. You'll offer a variety of clicnt-ccntc1ed
services including financial plmming, mutual funds,
retirement and college savings plans. If you're interested in
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After three straight falls on the
beam rotation for Utah State
University and the Aggie lead f1oundering, it looked like last year's Big
West Conference Championship,
where Utah State University was
upset b)" Boise State University.
' r In WIJertorJ/ Culif.-;-fast
n, the
m Agg~s w€re 0n their way to hosting
the NCAA Regionals when they were
tripped up by the Broncos, 195.475195.200.
It was the Aggies who got the last
laugh as they held on to their 1.65
point lead after the vault and bars
rotations to avenge their March 27
loss sneaking by BSU, 191.625190.100.
"It definitely felt good to beat
them," senior all-arounder Christy
Denson said.
Kirra Degener, Stephanie Huff and
Kim Scharman all fell on their beam
routines to put the Aggie win in
doubt.
But the domino-effect of falls on
beam was halted by an unlikely can didate - freshman Kristen Bloom. In
addition to a clean beam routine, she
also came up big on the floor after
two falls by Kristin O'Dell and Kristen
Fargo.
"I think she broke the ice there,"
head coach Ray Corn said. "Certainly ,
she's going to be outstanding."

~=N=e=ed=h=a=m=.
=J=ew=e=le~r~s.~
...---------,

The diamond Engagement Ring
Store ..... since 1896

Personally importing
our diamonds from
Antwerp, Belgium
enables S.E. Needham
Jewelers to consistently beal
the prices of 50 to 70% sales
and so-called wholesale deals.

StoreHours
Mon· Fri 9:30• 8:00
Sat. 'tll 5:00

USU-sTina Ellisbends over backu•ardson the beam d11ring
LJ<;LJ
's 111cct
against BSU in the Spectmm Friday night.

From supermarket stocker to Super Bowl MVP

Gene Needham IV

ATIANTA (AP)- Kurt Warner
laughs at the suggestion that this
season of his is some kind of fairy
tale, a farfetched script dreamed
up by a writer with a vivid imagination.
"I don't think of it as a
Hollywood story," he said after finishing it off Sunday with the ultimate exclamation point - a
record-breaking Super Bowl MVP
performance. "It's my life. I take it
one day at a time. I'm truly
blessed. If it can be a source of
hope to anybody, I'm happy to be
a part of it."
The quarterback who once
tossed rolls of toilet paper around
an Iowa supermarket turned the
Super Bowl into his private playground in a 23-16 victory over the

141 N. Main
752-7149

Titans.
He picked apart Tennessee's
secondary, completing 24 of 45
passes for a record 414 yards,
breaking Hall of Farner Joe
Montana's mark of 357.
First. Warner constructed a 160 lead . Then, when Tennessee
made a furious second-half comeback to tie the score with two
minutes to play, he won the game
with d 73 yard touchdown pass to
Isaac Bruce.
Stuff like this reads like fiction.
Warner knows that. He just shrugs
it off and delivers an important
message for every outsider. every
player who was ever told he wasn't
good enough,
"Don't ever lose sight of the
goal," he said "Don't let anybody
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tell you you can't reach it. Keep it
in you, and there's no reason you
can't do it."
Warner did not for a moment
believe the Rams would not win
this game, even in the face of the
Titans' comeback.
"We've got two minutes," he
said. "We've been up and down
the field all day. There was no rea son we couldn't move it for a field
goal to win it. By no means were
we doubting that we could win
the game."
But like a kid in a sandlot ,
Warner went for broke on first
down instead of playing it conservatively.
Naturally, it worked.
"It was a go route," he said. "We
called it earlier and lsaac beat his
guy. We thought we could get a
big one right off the bat. Maybe
they weren 't expecting it."
Bruce broke loose and took
Warner's pass into the end zone,
giving the Rams the lead and
pushing the quarterback into
exclusive company - Super Bowl
heroes such as Bart Starr, Roger
Staubach, Terry Bradshaw and Joe
Namath.
The difference was that those
guys were future Hall of Famers,
expected to produce champi onships for their teams.
Warner came out of football's
shadows to bring this one to the
Rams.

ATLANTA (AP) - The St
Lou~ Rams redisco ered Lhe{r
offens'ive firepower just in time,
and the Tennessee Titans cam e
up just 1 yard short.
Kurt Warner's 73-yard touchdown pass to Isaac Bruce with 1
minute, 54 seconds left gave the
Rams their first Super Bowl win
Sunday, 23-16 .
The TD capped an improbable turnaround for St. Louis,
which was 3-13 a year ago and
13-3 this season as they scored
526 points, third best in NFL
history.
But Steve McNair and Eddie
George almost led Tennessee to,
another miracle finish. rallying
them from a 16-0 deficit.
On the game's final play with
six seconds left, McNair's pass
was caught by Kevin Dyson at
the Rams 5. He scrambled for
the end zone only to be stopped
just short by Mike Jones, as
Dyson·s outstretched arm held
the ball toward the goal line in
vain.
"I always believed in myself,
and had a whole bunch of people who bel ieved in me." said
Warner, the Super Bowl MVP
who did a victory lap around
the Georgia Dome. "We're the
world champions! How about
the Rams!"
Warner, a former Arena
League and NFL Europe quarterback, finished 24-of-45 for
414 yards and two touchdowns .
The Rams dominated for
much of the game but had to
sett le for three field goals to
take a 9-0 lead before finally
scoring ·a touchdown.
St. Louis seemed to have put
the game away when Warner
threw a 9-yard pass to Torry
Holt with 3:59 left in the third
quarter to take a 16-0 lead.
But suddenly the Titans'
offense came to life and the St
Louis defense began to wear
down behind the battering of
George and short passes from
McNair.
Tennessee scored on its next
two possessions, both on 1-yard
runs by George to make it 16-13
with 7:21 left. It would have
been 16-14, but the Titans chose
to go for two points on their
first TD and failed .
Al Del Greco 's 43-yard field
goal tied it with 2:12 left. Then
the Rams' quick strike for a
touchdown set up one of the
most exciting finishes in Super
Bowl history . The Titans, however, just didn't have enough at
the very end.
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LanceThurston won first place in tire men's high 111mpcompetilio11
011 Sat11rday
w1/h a height of 6-foot-9.

USU's
Parkershattersrecordsat trackmeet
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

Athletic Media Relat10ns

Utah State University junior
James Parker shattered the
school and stadium records in
the weight throw with a toss of
71-feet 2-inches at the Utah
State-hosted Wilson Motor
Invitational here on Saturday.
The mark was an automatic
qualifying mark for the NCAA
Indoor Championships.
Parker. a four-time AllAmerican, bested the previous
USU school record of 68-5.2.
which he established last year.
The previous Nelson Fieldhouse
mark was 68-11 by Steve
Desantis, an unattached competitor in 1994.
Teams that competed at the
meet were. Utah State, Long
Beach State. Brigham Young.
Utah, Utah Valley State, and
Ricks Junior College.
The following ts a list of the top three finishers in each event
Mens HighJump1st: Lance Thurston 6-09

Unattached 2nd H1CksPreston 6-09 · UVSC
3rd Dave Hoffman 6-05 • LSU
WomensHighJump: 1st Tay1ba I laneef 51150 · LBSU2nd Knsty Kierulff 'i-09 75.
LBSU3rd April Jackson 5-05 •· Ricks
MensPole Vault: 1st Borya Celentano 1702.50 - LBSL 2nd \/lark Calvin 16-00 - UNA
3rd )emery Kimp 16-00 • UNA
WomensPole Vault: Isl Christine Lee 11-06 •
LBSU2nd Sara Higham 11-00 - BYU 3rd
Debra Barker 11-00 . USU
Mens LongJump, 1st Bruce McCannel 2111.00 • USU 2nd Daniel Gerlach 21-04.50 •
LBSU3rd Cameron McCoy 21-0200--BYL'
WomensLongJump, 1st Marion Reneau 1802.50 - LBSU2nd !racy Dulmage 18-00 Unattached 3rd Kristy Slade 17-05.50. Ltah
Mens Triple Jump, !st Bruce McCannel 46; 125 • USU 2nd Joe Dredge 44-02 00 •
Unattached 3rd Paul Walker 37-00 25 • USU
Womens Triple Jump: 1st Tatyana
Hovhanni,yan 39-04.50 • USU 2nd Tracy
Dulmage 38-02.50 Unattached 3rd Kenya
Jimerson 37-0100 - LBSU
MensShot Put: 1st James Parke, 55-09.75 •
USU 2nd Josh Sides 54-07.50 - USU 3rd Jon
O'Neil 51-06 25
Womens Shot Put: !st Becky Beachler 47-07 25
.. RYU 2nd Kathy Fuailemaa 4'i-07 50 •
Unattached 3rd Suzie Clayton 42-10.75 •
Rick,
MensWeightThrow,1st James Parker 7102.00* USU *NCAA Automatic qualify mark • school stadium record 2nd Brad Reed 530700 · USU 3rd Jon O'Neil 53-04 .25 · LBSU
WomensWeigthThrow,1st Kathy Fuailemaa
j7-04 75 Unattached 2nd Wendy Egbert 5702 25 • USU 3rd Audrey Kiser 53-10 25 •
Utah
Mens55-meterFina1 1st Anthony Stewart
6.40 · Unattached 2nd Codv Fonnesbeck 6.43 ··
BYU 3rd Lawrence Ringwa:d 6.46 • LSU
Womens 55-meter Final: I st Andrea Jeppsen

7 28 • USU 2nd Jane Durfey 7 31 . unattached
3rd Mari~a Bedford 7 34 •
LBSU
Mens 55-met er Hurdles Fina:! 1st Rrett
Guymon 769 • L'SU 2nd Trevor Betenson 7.74
- USU 3rd Jimmy Camilo 7 84. LBSU
Womens 55-meter Hurdles Final: 1st Jane
Durfey 8.12 . Unattached 2nd .\1arion Reneau
8.29 · LBSU3rd April Jatkson 8.37 · Ricks
Mens 200-meterFinal:Isl Anthony Stewart
22.51 • Unattached 2nd David Chesser 22.96 •
BYU 3rd Cameron McCoy 23.90 · BYL
Wommen·s200-meterFinal,!st Autum
Spence 27.29 • Ltah 2nd Tracy Hamblin 27.30
- Utah 3rd Cristy Schmidt 28.32 - UVSC
Mens-400-meterFinal:!st Kashus Perona
SO11 · LBSU2nd Tyrone Pearson 50.46 · LBSU
3rd Bram Carson 5151 • LBSU
Womens400-meterFinal:1st Elish Kekacs
59 38 - Utah 2nd Melissa Jensen 59.78 • CSU
3rd Kristy Funk-Guymon 59.94 • USU
Mens800-meterFina1lst Marcus Morgan
L54 89 . USU 2nd Larry Henderson 1:57 29 •
LBSU3rd Jeremy Trail 1:58 63 • Ricks
Womens800-meterFinal, !st Amber Jensen
2.2149 - USU 2nd Maika Nelson 2.25 24 · BYL:
3rd Angie Winkler 2 25.88 · LSU
MensMileFinal,1st Teren Jameson 4·20.15 ·
Utah 2nd Larry Henderson 4 23 90 - LBSU3rd
Johann Appell 4,2391 • LBSU
WomensMile Final,ht Rebekah Thornley
505.71. USU 2nd Loni Spencer 5,22.14 - USL
3rd Danielle Blaisdell 5 23.78
Mens 3000-meterFinal: !st Nephi Tyler
8.53.45 • Utah 2nd !Javid Danley 85602 ·
BYU 3rd ~lichael Thuleher 856.42 · BYU
Womens3000-meterFinal, Isl Vlelanie
l\cClellan 10,43.67 - UVSC 2nd Tiffany
Whitaker IOA9.19. LSU 3rd Shae Messersmith
!Oc49.8l - USL
Mens 5,000-meterFinal !st lohn Hedengren
1533.87 · BYU 2nd Nick McCombs 1534.01 ·
BYL 3rd Ren Lynn 1546 12 · Ricks
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panish skills.

Mav 8-June 9

Learn more at the Student Abroad Information Session, Wednesday,
February 2, 12:30-1 :30, Center Colony Rm., TSC 221. For more information,
contact the Study Abroad Office, 797-0601, TSC 304.

USU women's tennis roses tiome opener
UTAH STAT£ UNIVERSITY

A thlclic Media Relations

Utah State University's
women's tennis team lost its
home opener Saturday at the
Sports Academy to Colorado
State University 9-0. The loss
dropped Utah State to 0-2 on
the season.
'
Sarah Lowe played strong at
number one singles pushing
Sanja Hansson to three sets.
After losing the first set 7-5
Lowe rallied back to win the
second set 6-4. However.
Hansson served strong in the
third set en route to a 6-1 win
in the final set.
"Sarah played a great match,
but 1lansson had a great serving
match and gained a lot of confidence," USU head coach Chris
Wright said. "It was a good battle.·
"It was just our second match
of the year: Wright said. "Last
week against Utah we were nervous and they controlled the
tempo all the time. Today (CSU)
controlled the tempo most of
the time. We are pretty young
and Colorado State has a lot of
juniors and seniors and it
showed. We made some errors
in shot selection, but hopefully
we won't make the same mistakes next time. l am proud of
our effort, we just didn't exe-

~~!~i~
BOOKSTORE

usu·s TracyBertaenareturns a servefrom CSU's Amanda Bartz on Saturday.

cute.·
Utah State's next action will
be at Idaho State on
Wednesday. The Aggies will
then play two straight home
matches against Colorado on
Saturday and Weber State on
Feb. 8.
COLORADO9, UTAH STATE0:
Singles 1. Sanja Hansson (CSU)
def. Sarah Lowe, 7-5 6-4 6-1 2.
Heidi Auvinen (CSU) def. Amy
Thatcher, 6-3 6-3 3. Amanda

Bartz (CSU) def. Tracy Bertagna ,
6-1 6-1 4. Allison Lisle (CSU)
def. Jackie Ellis, 6-0 6-0 5.
Catherine Sullivan (CSU) def.
Johanna Johnson, 6-1 6-1 6.
Bobbe Vasos (CSU) def. Amelia
Martinez, 6-1 6-1 Doubles 1.
Hansson/Lisle (CSU) def.
Lowe/Thatcher, 8-6 2.
Auvninen / Petraluden (CSU) def.
Johnson / Martinez, 8-3 3.
Bartz/Vasos (CSU) def.
Ellis/Bertagna, 8-3

Applications Now BeingAccepted For TEXTBOOK SCHOLARSHIPS
The USU Bookstore 1s now accepting app lications for eight (8) $300 Stude nt Textboo k
Scholarsh ps. One (I) deserving student from EACH of Utah State Urnvers rty's e ight colleges w ill be
aw arded a scho lars hip.

You may qualify for a Textbook Scholarship If you
. .. are currentl y enro lled as a Sophomo re Junior- or Sen ior-1eve : studen t at USU. ~
.w ill be atte nding USU during t he Summer and /or Fall 2000 semeste~t,t:J.Q
. .. have NOT p rev,ous ly rece ived a scho larship wh ,le attendi ng USU.AND
.. can dem o nstrate academ ic and service exce llence

8

Weighted Criteria

Weight

Partiopat1on 1n Utan State UniverS1ty service
Overa ll grade po int average

SO%
50%

Submission Information

H 86210456 B

8

Textbook Scholars hip App lications may be obtained at t he Booksto re Inform at ion Des k o r any De an's

office.Aoo
lications
mustbe returnedto the Bookstore
no later than500 pm on FebruaryJ.B.lQOO
USU Booksto re manage ment w ill co llect and rev iew a ll app lications and 1sso lely respons ible for
awardi ng Text book Scholarsh ips. Bookstore emp loyees and t he ir relatives dr e no t e lg,ble.Textboo k
Scho iarship recip ents will be not ified by postal ma ,I by March 20 , 2000 . Scho la r ships w ill be awa rded
at the Booksto re Honor's Luncheon on April 12, 2000. Scho larshps w ill be availa ble for use Su mm er
2000 through Spnng 200 I Semesters .
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Barak meets with Mubarak in Killing
of Turkish
.
turnsfocus
fresh bid to push Mideast talks feminist
CAIRO, Egypt (AP)- Prime
Minister Ehud Barak went looking
for help from Egypt's president
Sunday to revive a flagging Middle
East peace process, while Israelis
and Palestinians launched intensive
talks in a last-ditch bid to meet a
deadline for a peace treaty framework.
The Israelis and Palestinians have
set an ambitious Feb. 13 deadline
for an outline of a final accord that
would solve the thorniest issues
dividing them: the return of
Palestinian refugees, the borders of
an independent Palestinian state
and the status of Jerusalem, among
others.
Negotiators met secretly for two
hours Sunday in an undisclosed
location. The talks were expected to
last 10 days.
In Cairo, meanwhile, Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak indicated
he would do his best to try to prod
along the Israeli-Palestinian dialogue, according to a senior Israeli
official in Barak's delegation.
The official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said Mubarak
has already proven his ability to
influence Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat.

"The prime minister told
tion from the scandal.
At a joint news conference with
Mubarak he must emphasize to the
Palestinians that this is a crucial
Mubarak, Barak scoffed at those
time to bring our positions together, claims.
not to sit and wait, or assume the
"This government was elected to
Americans will solve our problems,"
advance the peace process, and to
the official said.
do it without any conMubarak, seeking to
'Jn Israel,thereis a nection to any internal
problem that arises in
protect his role as a
government which Israel," he said.
Mideast peacemaker,
often acts as a broker
for an
is committed to hourMeeting
when talks are in trouand a half:the
ble.
peaceand which is two leaders began by
Barak successfully
discussing the stalled
preparedto pay the peace talks between
revived talks with Syria
and the Palestinians last
Israel and Syria, offipricefor peace,and cials
said, and
year. only to see both
tracks falter in recent
any unilateral Mubarak's recent trip
to Damascus to meet
weeks. Both partners are
now accusing him of not decision... will be with President Hafez
taking their demands
Assad.
a mistake.'
Despite reports
seriously.
that Mubarak came
The latest flurry of
• Yoss1BEIUN•
back from that meetdiplomatic activity JUSTICE
MlNISTffi
ing pessimistic about
Barak is to meet Arafat
on Thursday, and
chances for a Syria
deal anytime soon, the Egyptian
Jordan's king the following week president told Barak he thought a
comes as the Israeli leader is under
deal was "certainly possible," the
increasing fire at home. His party is
senior Israeli official said.
under criminal investigation for
alleged campaign finance violations,
Barak has pointedly praised
and opponents suggest the diploma- Assad in recent days as a "strong
leader," but on Sunday he reiterated
cy is a smokescreen to divert atten-

Israel's refusal of a key Syrian
demand: a prior commitment to
withdraw from all the Golan
Heights.
"The two partners ... should
negotiate without any preconditions," Barak said.
Palestinians have said they
believe Barak is more interested in
achieving an agreement with Syria
first, which would isolate the
Palestinians and strengthen Israel's
hand. They also accuse Israel of
dithering over interim issues,
including withdrawals from the
West Bank and prisoner releases,
and not paying attention to the crucial final-status differences.
Saeb Erekat, a leading Palestinian
negotiator. said the Feb. 13 deadline
was still reachable if Barak makes
strides toward meeting Palestinian
demands.
"It is not the form of the negotiations, or how intensive they are - it
is the substance," Erekat told The
Associated Press.
Barak on Sunday urged the
Palestinians to "honor their commitments" as well, an apparent reference to recent threats to unilaterally declare statehood as early as
next month.

Bombing kills SLA official
in occupied south Lebanon
MARJAYOUN,Lebanon (AP) of the attack, a few miles north of
The assassination of a second-highthe Israeli border and 20 miles
est ranking pro-Israeli militia leader
southwest of Marjayoun, the main
Sunday has dealt a severe blow to
town in the occupied enclave.
Israel's allies in occupied South
Witnesses said civilians in areas
Lebanon.
outside Israeli control celebrated
Lebanese security officials said
Hashem·s killing.
Col. Aki Hashem of the South
The attack came amid rising tenLebanon Army militia was working
sion in southern Lebanon in recent
in an orchard near his house in
days in which two guerrillas and an
Dihel village when a bomb went off
Israeli soldier were killed in separate
killing him instantly.
clashes. Israel has warned that the
The SLA said in a statement the
hostilities could undermine the
bomb exploded outside his home,
S?..'.rian-Israelipeace talks, which are
but dfd not elaborate.
" ~r '"l:itrea~:ton lee. ''1 ' ', 1 ' • ' "
·Earlier reports erroneously said
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak
Hashem was killed by a roadside
told reporters in Cairo, where he
bombing of his convoy.
held talks with Egypt's President
Hashem, 48, was regarded as the
Hosni Mubarak, that Israel would
likely successor of Gen . Antoine
retaliate.
Lahd. the commander of the Israeli"I believe that this incident
backed militia.
emphasizes the potential for a deteThe Iranian-backed Hezbollah
rioration in the atmosphere in
guerrilla group claimed responsibiliLebanon. We will do everything so
ty. lts Voice of Al-Noor radio broadthat those who harmed Akl Hashem
cast statements calling Hashem a
will receive their just punishment
criminal and adding that his assassiand l expect that the situation won't
nation was "a great qualitative
deteriorate," Barak said.
achievement in the framework of
Ephraim Sneh, Israel's deputy
dismantling the militia."
defense minister and a former comThe SLA's 2,500 soldiers help
mander of Israeli forces in South
1,500 Israeli soldiers control a swath
Lebanon, accused Syria of ordering
of South Lebanon occupied by Israel.
the bombing.
Israel calls the area a security zone,
"This shows that Damascus is not
using it as a buffer against guerrillas
really interested in the success of the
attacks on its northern towns .
(peace) negotiations," he told Israeli
Hezbollah is leading the war to liberradio stations.
ate the area.
Syria i~ the main power-broker in
SLA militiamen sealed off the site
Lebanon.

PRIMARY
Continuedfrom Page2
about 1 percent.
The stakes in New Hampshire
were underlined by a new South
Carolina poll by Time-CNN
showing Bush with a large, but
shrinking lead over McCain, 52

I

..

Still

SearcLing'l

percent to 32 percent. in a state
with a crucial Republican primary Feb. 19.
DEMOCRATS
Gore built a lead in most polls
from the days leading up to the
Iowa caucuses Jan. 24 to the days
just after. His lead was in double
digits in several polls until a
recent Bradley surge brought it
back under 10 points. Gore led
48-41 in the Boston Globe-WBZTV poll, 48-39 in the Boston
Herald-WCVB poll and 53-42 in
the UNH-WMUR-Fox News poll.
The CNN-USA Today-Gallup poll
showed the race a dead heat.
"Each candidate's base of support has shifted somewhat," said
R. Kelly Myers, the pollster for
the Herald-WCVB poll . He said

to women's
rights
ANKARA,Turkey (AP) - Even in death. Konca
Kuris was denied her last wish - that women be
allowed to pray alongside men It was a desire that
cost the religious feminist her life at the hands of
1slamic radicals.
Police dug up Kuris' naked body from the basement of a hideout used by Islamic militants who
videotaped weeks of abuse they inflicted before suffocating her. The bodies of dozens of male victims
also have been found and a second female victim
was discovered Friday.
The killings have horrified the country. but Kuris'
slaying also bas focused attention on the role of
women in Islam, a flashpoint that was underscored
when male relatives at her funeral last week refused
to allow her eldest daughter to pray beside her coffin.
"Who are the real Muslims, those who have killed
Konca or those who go to mosque together, women
an.d men?"' asked Necati Dogru. a columnist for the
. ntwspaper Sabah.
'
"One more person paid with her life for being
different and searching for her own voice." Sibel
Eraslan, a female commentator , wrote in the Islamic
newspaper Akit.
·.,
But at Ankara's main Kocatepe mosque, worshipper Nese Ince spoke out against Kuris' feminist
brand of Islam. "l don't want the Islam that I have
believed in for years to be changed," she said.
Kur is at first was a member of the militant group
Hezbollah, which seeks to establish an Islamic state
...in.§outheastern Turkey and which is not related to
tfi~tebanesi!!militia
§ftbe sam~ µame
. ·.·•···· ·•·>i
? Shetraveled to Iranwfrh a delegation from the ' ....
.
pfgiinization but gradually becaine disillusioned with
•··•·.
the group's attitude .toward women.
{. / She demanded the right to pray alongside men
ap<l
that prayers be said in Turkish and not the traqitjonaJ Arabic, which few Turks understand.
Although Kuris wore a traditional Islamic head scarf,
.. (sij~.said head .scarves qt thefull qlackrobes worn by?.
sqme reJiglous womenwere optional and not
·r~qllired in lsla m. .. ....•
·
.. ./ · .
. r ~Uris' feminist vi~ws mfur\ate)'l,11ezb9l!ah. which .
Jfqominat~d by tradittpnal:rnrgl.Kurds ..
/ iiri early 1998, she began to rfs§ive anonymous
· telephone calls
. "Are you inventing a new religion?"
tftevoices asked. according to th~newspaper
·•·
Milliyet.
·
. >i ··
.·
.· In fuly of that year, three militants kidnapped
Kuris from in front of her home in the southern
of Mersin, and shewas never seen again.
· : f~pes of Kuris' interrogation were discovered
M~lj\'.ft tWh·we~RS''ag◊ dtrrtng'apqlite raidpn ·a
:·
...· · Hezbollah safe house in lstanpuJ;sabah reported. It ·
siid.they showed militants sajff\uga pictiJreof
Mustafa Kemal Atafork
(the founderof secular
Turkey, into her mouth;
.
The newspaper also said the militants accused
Kµfis of seeking to become .a Salman Rushdie or
Tasiima Nasrin, .secular Muslim writers considered
heretics by Muslim radicals.
·:
·. l<uriswas apparently suffocated with a pillow or
ds,thing in the basementof a ho1;1sein the central
AnatoliancitYof Konya/ Her boqy
was buried in a
· different corner of the basementthan those of the ·
murdered men.
··.
>
.......
.
...· {Ather funeral, th.edis,pute qvef her views erupteg )
· Jpiullforce, 3
. jp ..·.
T . · ···•··
···
.·. i' I will carry out my mother's last will," shouted
Kuris' eldest daughter, Sirma. Butmen blocked her
frpm the male section pf the mosque. .
·
..
\ Mosques are divided into sections by gender. with
Jhe separate area for women usually in the back.
···
· Another female relative, Neda Olcer, finally
pu~hed the men aside and stood near the .coffin as.
( •·•··tp.¢Islamic preacherc q1;1icklyreapJ!:ie prayers and
lia~NY
ended the funetf1I.'
·· ··
·

:pqrt

Gore has closed the gap among
independents and men, while
Bradley was getting stronger support from more liberal
Democrats.
When likely voters were asked
which issue was most important
in their decision, 22 percent said
education, 20 percent chose
health care, 16 percent each
picked Social Security-Medicare
and the economy, and 8 percent
said abortion, according to the
Herald-WCVB poll.
Gore led Bradley by 18 points
among those who viewed health
care as the top issue, by 25
points among those who picked
education and 28 points among
those who chose Social SecurityMedicare. according to the

Herald-WCVB poll.
The Boston Herald-WCVB poll
was taken Wednesday and
Thursday of 403 likely
Democratic primary voters and
402 likely Republican voters. The
Boston Globe-WBZ poll was
taken Friday and Saturday of 400
likely voters in each primary.
Both polls taken for the Boston
newspapers had error margins of
plus or min,us 5 percentage
points. The UNH-WMUR-Fox
News poll was taken Wednesday
through Saturday of 487 likely
voters in the Republican primary,
with an error margin of 4 percentage points, and 340 likely
voters in the Democratic primary, with an error margin of 5 percentage points.

E.A.
Miller
PLEASE NOTE

410 North 200 West, Hyrum • (801)245·64S6ext. 246
•Full-time and part-time shifts available •Vacation, retirement
plan, in-plant cafeteria •Family Medical & Dental Coverage.
•Competitive Wages for Students! •These benefits and others are
also available.

Classified
advertising
deadlinesareoneworkingday
priorto thedaypublication
is desiredat 10a.m.Cost
per submission
is 10 centsper word $1 minimum.
Reducedratesfor quantityinsertionsare available.
Commercial
ratesvary,depending
on frequency
. VI·
SA,MasterCard
andAggie Expressarealsoaccepted for payment.Use797-3359to placephoneads.
Advertisersshouldcarefullyread the classifiedad
fonn,TSC319. TheUtahStatesmanreservesthe
rightto refuseany ad, display,or classified. The
UtahStatesmandisclaimsall liabilityfor any damagesufferedas a resultof anyadvertisement
in this
newspaper.TheStatesmanhas authorityto edit
and locateanyclassttiedadvertisement
as deemed
appropriate
.

HELP WANTED
$1500weeklypotentialmailingourcirculars.
Forinfocall203-9TT-1720

Administrative
Secretary
LoganCityParksandRecreation
Department
Undergeneralsupervision,
performsa full rangeof
secretarial
andadministrative
supportfunctionsfor
the ParksandRecreation
Director.Mustbe a High
Schoolgraduateor equivalent,
andhaveexperience
equivalent
to three(3)yearsfull-timesecretarial
supportwork.Mustbe ableto type55 wpm,mustsubmit proofof a recenttypetest. Hiring Salary$23,294

+ Benefits.Fora completejob description
andapplication,contact:LoganCity, HumanResources
, 255
NorthMainSt., Logan,Utah 84321.ClosingDate:
February8, 2000. AA/ADA/EEO

FREEBABYBOOMBOX
+
Earn$1200!
Fundraiserfor student
groups& organizations.
Earn
upto$4 perMasterCard
app. Call
for infoorvisitourwebsite.
Qualifiedcallersreceivea FREE
BabyBoomBox
1-800-932-0528
ext.119or ext.125
www.ocmconcepts.com

The UtahStatesman•
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*MORE
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YOU~IGTIME!!
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Canyoucreateandimplement
a marketing
campaignfor a newlocalproduct?Weneedyouto work
for usASAP!Pleaserespondto:
garybumingham@nutracrisp.com

FOR SALE

l

Summ,t ,,C~mpI Cp).jl'li;,alorsWanted. Friendly
P_,nesCamp,in thecoolpinesof nort.hem
Anzona.i~ ,
1
hinngstaff for the 2000season. May ~8th- July
30th. Will interviewon campusin February
. Camp
offers instructionin horsebackriding, waterskiing,
MARKETINGSTUDENTSwantedlLocalcompany climbing,fishing,crafts,sports,animalcare,archery,
needsto test newproducton campusASAP Suc- performingarts, and more. For appl.linfo call
or
email
us
at
cessfulcandidatewill be able to createand imple- 520/445-2128
.
ment.a start-upmarketingcampaign. Get paid to info@fnendlyp,nes.com
gain Incred1ble
work experience.Sendresumeor VIs1tourwebsitewww.friendlypines.com.
replyto garyburningham@nutracrisp.com
SUMMER
JOBS
NEEDEXPERIENCE
(andmoney?)Joina fast,fun
and growingcompanyas yourcampusrepresenta
tive. Flexiblehours,responsibilrt1es
and competitive
pay. No expenence,
iust personali~needed. V•sit
www.mybytes
com/StudentAep
for moreinformation
andto f,11
outan onlineapplication.

Need:29 peopleto lose5-100lbs!
All Natural,Guaranteed
DoctorRecommended!
1-888-367-997
4
www.energizenow.com

Overweightfemalevolunteersneededto partIcIpate
in Nutnt,onDe~t Study. Must be ages 20-45,fill!
not breastf_ee
d1ngand are takingbirthcontrolpills.
Compen$a!lonprovided
. Please contact Angie
@797-0896
or nfs306@hotma1l.com

Part:timeministerof musicneededto coordinate
musicprogramat growinglocalchurch. ContactSt
John's Episcopal
Church752-0331.
·

FEMALEANDMALECOUNSELORS
NEEDED
FORTOP
CHILDRENS
CAMPIN MAINE
TOPSALARY,ROOM/BOARD/LAUNDRY,
CLOTHING& TRAVELALLOWANCE
PROVIDED.MUST
LOVECHILDREN
ANDHAVESKILLIN ONEOR
MOREOFTHEFOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES
· ARCHERY,ARTS& CRAFTS(CERAMICS,
STAINED
GLASS,JEWELRY),
BASKETBALL,
CANOEING,
KAYAKING,
DANCE(TAP,POINTE,&JAZZ),
FIELDHOCKEY,
GOLF,GYMNASTICS
(INSTRUCTORS& QUALIFIED
SPOTTERS),
HORSEBACK
AIDING/ENGLISH
HUNTSEAT,LACROSSE,
DIGITALPHOTOGRAPHY,
VIDEOGRAPHEA,
PIANO
ACCOMPANIST,
PIONEERING/CAMP
CRAFT,
ROPES(CHALLENGE
COURSE,25 STATIONS),
SAILINGSOCCER,SOFTBALL,
TENNIS,THEATRE,THEATRE
TECHNICIANS
(SETDESIGN,
COSTUMER),
TRACK& FIELD,VOLLEYBALL,
WATEASKIING
(SLALOM,
TRICK,BAREFOOT,
JUMPING)
W.S.IJSWIM
INSTRUCTORS,
WIND•
SURFING.
ANDALSOOPPORTUNITIES
FOR
NURSES.HTML/WEB
DESIGNANDSECRETA
RIES.
CAMPVEGAFORGIALSICOMESEEUS!
www.campvega.com
CALL1-800-838-VEGA
Wewill beon yourcampusFebruary28,2000
TaggertStudentCenter,Room335
INTERVIEWS
ANDINFORMATION
FROM10AM· 4PM
NOAPPOINTMENT
NECESSARY
.

SUMMERCAMP STAFFonly fun and energetic
peopleneedapply. Workfor the Girl Scoutsof Utah
June7- August20,2000:waterfrontstaff(WSIcertified)unitleadersandcounselors,
healthsupervisor,
horsebackridingstaff,programstaff,kitchenstaff,
andbusinessmanager
. Mustbe at least18of age
The PerfectSummerJob
Roomand boardprovided Foran applicat,on
con:
earn$t0,300
taci TracyHanksat (800)678-7809,ext. 59. Visit
Getpaidwhatyouareworthhelpingfam1I,es
getthe
our boothat thecareerFairFebruary8!
LivingScriptureVideos.No doerto door,workwith
referrals.Earnfreetnpto Bahamas,
freetuition.
Weevenhelppayfor rentduringthesummer.If you
Wantedmotivatedprofessionalwho would like to
areambitious,
hardwork,ng,andteachable
, please
earn extraincome,up front bonusesand residual callJared@750-5162.
pay.CallShea787-9400

USU Near-Campus
Exclusive Housing

WANTED
: 50 SeriousPeople
to lose weight 100°. Natural

For info on the followinghomes call
our property hotline l-888-400-9130,
then dial the followinghome codes:

andguaranteed.
FreeSamples.
1-888-530-7209

#6146 · 2 bed,2 bath

www.losewtnow
.net.

SUMMER JOBS

mobile in quiet and
peaceful locallon ,
short walk from USU

CAMPTOWANDA.
POCONOMOUNTAINS
PENN-

#6056 - Tired of
renting or want
another investment?
Clean twin home.
Great location
FREE REPORT!

Re novate1

www.CarolynKoskan.com
<R1

e Mov ie Theater

Monday & Thursday 7:00pm
Friday 7:00 & 9:15 pm
141 North Main, Smithfi eld
563 -8080

~IA) , .. ,

J...,1 I•

·, \Jl

R I~ - l lf'

1

755-3028

--

~
Gold Key
Realty, Inc.

Thewortd'sbestldahQppJatQe$
8.oz. QJ'.j~i:9ernone
o/ t),at smallst4ff)50 lbs. for $18.Make;,ourorder
today! CanT/ever713-6418.
Compareandsave.13
a lb. Thatis $7 on a 50 lb. box.

HI-TECH STUFF
Pentium120; 64mb,1.6gigharddrive asp.
CD-rem,
high sp. modem.includessoftware,printer,speakers, 13" monitor,video card. Asking$700 080.
713-7425pager.

I am a hearty seafaring type
of individual, so recently I
spent a week faring around
the sea aboard the largest
cruise ship in the world that
has not yet hit an iceberg. It
is called the Voyager, and it
weighs
140,000
tons,
which is approximately the
amount I ate in desserts
alone.
Th_eVoyager sails out of Miami every week
carrying 3,200 passengers determined to re!ax or
di~ trying. The ship has (I am not making any of
this up) an ice-skating rink, a large theater, a
shopping mall, a rock-climbing wall and a ninehole r:niniature golf course. We have come a long
way indeed from the days when the Pilgrims
crossed the Atlantic aboard the Mayflower,
which -- hard as it is to imagine today -- had no
skating rink and ONLY FOUR GOLF HOLES.
While_ abo~rd the ship,. we passengers
engag~d in_a wide range of traditional cruise-ship
activ1t1es, including eating breakfast, snacking,
eating luncp, drinking complex rum-based bev~rages "".hile lying on deck absorbing solar radiation unttl we gl_owed_like exit signs, snacking
some m1:>re
, eating dinner, eating more snacks
and p~ss1~gout face-down in the pate section of
the m1d111ght.
buffet. Needless to say I did not
attempt to climb the rock wall , which is good
because the resultin g disaster would have made
for a chilling newspaper headline:
CRUISE SHIP EVACUATED AS MAN FALLS
EXPLODES;
'
HUNDREDS SPATTEREDBY SEMIDIGESTED
SHRIMP
The only stressful part of our shipboard routine
was look ing at photographs of ourselves. When
you're on a cruise, photographers constantly pop
up and take pictures of you; they put these on
display in ~opes that you'll buy them as souvenirs. At 111ght,my wife and I would join the
thro~g of p?sseng~rs looking through the photos,
hoping to find a nice flattering shot of ourselves,
and then suddenly -- YIKES -- we'd be confronted_ with this terrifying image of two bloated,
bright-red sluglike bodies with OUR FACES.
Jabba and Mrs. Hutt go to sea!
When every p~ssenger had attained roughly
the same body weight as a Buick Riviera, the ship
would slop at a Caribbean island, and the passeng~rs would waddle ashore to experience the
tradi tional local culture, by which I mean shop
for Europea~ jewelry and watches. I frankly don't
know why ti makes economic sense for a tourist

tally Transterreato CompactDiscs. we Offerthe
BEST SOUNDQUALITYAvailablein Utah With
SomeSolutionsNoNo,se& CD Pre-Mastering.
PROFESSIONAL
STUDIOEQUIPMENT
Cassette/LP
to CD:$25
.4P?""_'...
_·
DigitalAudioTapeto CD:$30
,i,\
45-78rpmLP's/8trooQ'Re-elfo
Aeel'
to CD=$35
"¼,,:,"
All duplicatecopies$1Oeach.
ForMoreInformation
CallDave@ 770-2345or
Email webmaster@spectrades1gn.com
(Serving
CacheValleySince1976
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fr~m Monta~a to fly to Miami, get on a ship and
sail to Jamaica for t~e purpose of purchasing a
watch made in Switzerland, but apparently it
do~s, because shopping is very important to
cruise passengers. If these people ever get to
Mars, they WIL~ expect to find jewelry stores.
The other th1~g you do when your ship is in
port 1s take gu1aed tours to Local Points of
Interest. Under international law, every tour
group must include one tourist who has the IQ of
sod. In.Jamaica, we toured a plantation , and our
group included a woman whose brain operated
on some kind of tape delay, as we see from this
typical exchange between her and our guide:
GUIDE: These are banana plants, which produce bananas. You can see the bananas growing
on these banana plants.
WOMAN (in a loud voice): What kind of
plants are these?
GUIDE: Banana.
WOMAN: Huh! (To her husband:) Frank, these
are banana plants!
_The ~oman repeated virtually everything the
guide said to Frank. One day he will kill her with
a kitchen appliance.
But I am proud to say that winner of the award
for Biggest Tourist Doofus was: me. What happenecf was, during the tour, a man demonstrated
how he could climb a coconut tree using only a
small rope made from twisted banana fibers.
When he came _down, he showed me the rope,
and I, out of politeness, pretended to be interested in it, although in fact it was, basically, a rope.
.The man handed it to me and su~mested I
might want to "take it home to the kids.' I frank ly
doubted that any modern Nintendo-raised
American child would be thrilled by such a gift
("Look, Timmy! A rope!"). But I pretended to be
grateful. Then the man told me that such ropes
USUALLY sel~for $15 (he did not say where) but
he would let 1tgo for $10. And so, unable to figure out how to e~cape, I gave him $10. I imagine
the other plantation wori<crs laughed far into the
night when he told them. ("He gave you $1 O for
the ROPE?" "Yes! He must be even stupider than
the tape-delay woman!")
~ut don't get me wrong: I truly enjo yed the
cruise. It was fun and relaxing, and it gave me a
rare c~ance, ~mid all the hustle and bustle of my
busy I 1fe,~o-p1c_kup a substan_tialamount of body
m~ss. Cruising 1salso romantic , so let me just say
this to you c<;>uplesout there:_If you're looking for
a way to rekindle the flame in your relationship
I' II sci I you my rope.
'

Dave Barry is a humor columnist for the Miami
Herald. Write to him do The Miami Herald , One
Herald Plaza, Miami FL 33132.

Work at a traditional,old-fashionedsleep-away
camp!DouglasRanchCamps,n CarmelValley, CaliforniaIs hiringGeneralCounselors.Comemeetus
at the Job Fair on TUESDAY,FEBRUARY
8th or
stop by StudentEmployment
for more information

www.douglascamp.com
.
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CableCustomers!
Tiredof rate hikes?Get a FREE
TelevisionSystemToday!Salt LakeCity Networks
Offered! Andfor a limitedtime FREEbasicInstall.
Call753-3358.

117 N .

MAIN
LOGAN

CARS & TRUCKS
95 NEON,newtires,w,nd.lint, Sony
stereosys,$6300,787-4351

MoN .•SAT 10•6
CacheValleyStartersand Alternators,Logan's
only remanufacturer
of startersand alternators.
We
haveour owntow truck.Call753-1776or stopin at
303NorthMain,Logan

93 ChevyS-1O4x4p-u Excellent
concf/tionSecond
owner.
$5500.
512-4644
e-mail
snieppsen@cc.usu.edu.
CertifiedJC Millennium
cut diamonds.
88 facets.Call
Joel Nelson collect in SLC 801-278-5230\
1nelson@br.state.ut.us

JEWELRY

FOR RENT

1 bdrm 1 bath, 1 blockfromcampusA/C available
endof Feb.$340month.757-6917

Applications
beingacceptedfor summer/school
year
2000. Closeto campus,privatebdrm.mgr.at Brooklane,645East900North# 1, 752-4824.

Do you know whereyou are living this summer?
CambridgeCourtApartmentoffersheatedpoot,jacuzziand manyotherbenefits. For only$390 per
person Call753-8288or comesee us at 590CanyonRoad#1or www.cambridgecourt.net

Femaleprivateor sharedroom. 1 blockfromcampus$220month.Willhelppaydeposit787-9148.

GREAT BARGAIN!$395 summer, $1995 nextt
schoolyear. Privatebedroom- mgr.at ForestGate
West.460Nortn400East#40,752-1642.

TRAVEL
EARLYBIRDDISCOUNT
EuropeS448(rh + taxes)
TRAVELANYTIMEIN 2000!1
Hawaii$ t 29 (o/w)
Mexico/Caribbean
$189(r/t+ taxes)
Call: 800-834-9192
www.airhitch
.org

MISCELLANEOUS
LOSEWEIGHTSAFELY
EFFECTIVE
ANDSAFE· DA. ACOMMENDED
Loseweightor yourmoneyback.www.your•
health.net
or 888-708-8345

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Fraternities•Sororities
Clubs• StudentGroups
Marriedstudents1-bedroomfurn. Availablenow Studentorganizations
earn$1000-$2,000
withthe
next to campusor two female studentsNS,ND,NP easycampusfundraiser.com
threehourfundraising
752-2466
even1. No salesrequired
. Fundra1sing
datesarefillingquickly,so calltoday! Contactcampusfundraiser.com,(888)923-3238,
or vIsItwww.campusfundraiser
.com.
ROOMMATE
to sharenewerapt.$180/mo.heatpd.
Washer& Dryerprovided.AC, disp, OW,NS, ND,
NP.752-6665.
CareerServiceshasa varietyof resourcesavailable
for students.Start networking
NOWfor yourfirstcareer posrtion
. Seeus In the UniversityInn,ground
Storageunits 6X12, and 12X24fenced w/locked level.
gate,goodrates. J&KStorage753-0653

PERSONALS

Why rent when you can own YorkshireVillage
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car garage, first t,me buyers programavailable.Model
homeat 1800North300 West,Logan,or call 7556699. www.yorkshirevillage.com

753-1541

••••••••••••••••
•• want security for ••
•
your mail!
•
•

INSTRUCTION
BlueWaterScuba of Logan, Logan'sofficialair
station.We can take careof all your scubaneeds.
Sales,rentals,and instructions.Classesare year
round,you can be certifiedIn 1usttwo weekends!
GroupratesavailableFormoreinfo. call752-1793.

Graduatingthis year ??? Recruiting
deadlinesstart
as early as the middleof January
. Startyour job
searchNOWat the CareerServicesOfficelocated
on thegroundlevelof theUniversityInn.

Wantnex1summer'sjob to relateto yourmajor and
helpyou to geta betterJobaftergraduation???
Start
your internshipapplicationprocessNOWIICometo
AUDIO RESTORATION& CD RECORDINGS the CareerServicesOfficelocatedon the ground
SPECTRADESIGN& SOUND
levelof ihe UniversityInn.
HaveAll YourCassettes/8
tracks/I.P's& DAT'sDigi-

SERVICES

Call our 24 hr infoline 1800-421-6359
#1103 for "6 things you should know
before you buy"
#1101 for "how to stop paying rent
and own your home"

VOTED #1 BY NATIONALSOCIETY
OF FILM CRITICS

cen-ter _

SYLVANIA100openingsfor positiverolemodelsto
be caring,sensitivecounselors.'havethebestsummerever'" GREATSALARIES
andtravelallowance
.
InterviewsduringSummerJob Fair,Tues.February Mag1tronic
14' PC computermonitorfor salE. $50
8th. Contact.800-61-Wanda
or wwwcamptowanda.080. Availableimmediately.
787-6272
com.for applications.

LW'STRUCKSTOPNOWHIRING
Part-timee11.,eQi/)(l,
ti...w~(l!)d
.deh.
S&.'hrH shillsa
week.j::ontactLesle 753-7461.

Being John
Malkovich

USU's

StudentShopping

~rm~ns¥~7-3J59
am.i'ccusuedu
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PREGNANT
andALONE?
You now face some important
decisions. Taketimeto explore your
options, get accurate information,
and decide what is best for you
and your baby. We can help.
Services are FREE to all faiths,
confidential, and without pressure.

•
•
••

•

The TaQQart Student•
center Post Office•
now has available•
for
your
convenience and security,•
Post Office Boxes •
$18 for six months or •

$36 for a yea~
contact
Allen or•
Hollle at the Post•
Office or call 797- •
1649.

• •••••••
CAREER NEWS
www.usu.edu/career

NETWORK WITH HASS ALUMNI
TODAY
10:45 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Taggart Student Center
Talk with over 20 HASS alumni
ab_oyttheir job sea_rchstrategies,
their ideas, and their organizations.

"I triedto pretendit wasn't
happening."

!:~1!• •~t••~I~••. ■1~: ~ie.:~.-~t;!i~~11:~i

Start your career search NOW at
Career Services, Ground Level,
University Inn. 797-7777
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■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!
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Monday.January31

'' ll'l'5EcURE
B-5'.''

♦ Last Day to

Add Classeswith
Instructors Signature

Tuesday.February1
♦ Come

talk AggieAthleticswith
gymnastics,basketball and track
coaches, 11:30a.m., HUB CHAT
♦ Religionin Life,Abel P.Davis,
12:30p.m., Institute
♦ USU Fencing Club will be
starting a beginning fencing

class,7:30p.m., HPERRoom 215.
For info contact Nate 755-0816
or slpwq.

DilbertscoTT

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!
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ANOTHER COMPANY
OFFEREDME lWENTY
PERCENT MORE.
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NO, I PREFER TO
HIRE SOMEONE

MANAGING IS
SUPPOSED TO BE
A SCIENCE!

J
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WHO 15 LOYAL,

EVEN IF I HAVE
TO PAY FORTY
PERCENT MORE.
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Wednesday,February2
♦Study Abroad Information

Session,12:30to 1:30 p.m.,
Center Colony,TSC Room 221.
♦Mandatory Luau practice Feb.
2, 6 p.m.,TSC by cashiers office.
♦USU's first "Guitars
Unplugged",7 p.m., TSC

Ballroom.$2.
♦Weber State University/Utah
State University Nursing
Program announces a Pre-application/Orientation Meeting for
Bachelor'sDegree in nursing, 7
p.m., ECC Rooms 307-309, Info.
797-1515.

N

Q

AG-gravationN1cK
PERK1Ns

■ SLF8T CC.USU.EDU
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• Modelsneeded for USU student fashion show. Tryouts Feb. 1
and 2, 5 to 7 p.m., TSC Auditorium. No experience necessary.
• ·A Time to Laugh· with JohnBytheway.Feb. 4. 8 p.m .. Kent
Concert Ha 11,Doors open 7:30 p.m. Bring old ticket to the
Institute to exchange for new.
• DeadlinesSpring2000: February 1, General Scholarship
Deadline; February 22. Last Day to Drop Classes; February 22,
Last Day to Change to Pass/Fail
• "Develop His Power within You·. LambdaDelta Sigma
WomensConference.Feb. 5. 10 a.m. to 1 p.m .. Institute. Freel
Workshops and a performance by Michael Ballam.
•SigmaNu InformalRushWeek,Jan. 31 through Feb. 4.
Watch for schedule of nightly events.
• NFS, Econ. PSB.ASTE and ADVS students! You are invited to
attend the College of Agriculture Leadership Retreat, Feb. 5.
NFS Room 202. 9 a.m .. $3 paid at the door. Improve your lead ership skills and learn how to get involved in University
Leadership and Service. Lunch will be served. RSVPby Feb. 2
to AgSci.218. 797-2267 or sldr7.
• Undergraduate
FineArtsShow.Feb 2 to 10, Opening reception Feb. 4, 7 to 9 p.m., Twain Tippetts Gallery.
• ASL ComedyNight and WinterWorkshop
. Feb. 4. 7:30 pm.
Sunburst Lounge. Free! Winter Workshop Feb. 5. 9 am to 3:30
pm, Old Main 121, $12 ($10 for ASL Club members)

• Applications for 2000/01 reentzyfinancialassistancefrom the
USU Women·s Center are now available Some special awards for
specific majors/minors are now available also. Check out the
Tuition Waivers. Former recipients are eligible to apply. Contact
the Women's Center located in TSC Room 310. 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m .. Monday through Friday. 797-1728.
• WildernessFirstResponder,May 9 through 18, 2000. Upon
successful completion of practical and written exams you will
receive a two year SOLO Wilderness First Responder certification and a two year American Heart Assoc. Adult Heartsaver
CPR certification. Info. 797-0462 or ECC Room 103.
• "AVowto Cherish"
will be shown at the Full Gospel
Fellowship Church, Feb. 6, 7 p.m .. 180 W. 1000 North, Logan.
•The AVA(Alliance for the Varied Arts) presents a SiblingArt
Show.Jan 28 through March 3, AVAGallery 43 S. Main St..
Logan
•Still need one or two creditsto fill your schedule? How about
a class in the outdoors taught by good old mother nature? We
offer, winter ecology. kayaking skills & drills. spring birding. &
more! Register Today Call 797-7379 or come to the basement
ECC Room 103 for more info.
• Register now for WinterSafetyWorkshopsget expert instruction on proper winter dress and equipment, making snow shelters, digging snow pits to assess avalanche danger. and looking at
snow crystals while snowshoeing in the Logan mountains.
Classes for adults and children. Cost $25. Contact the Nature
Center 755-3239 or www.logannature.org.
•The Val R. Christensen Service Center is seekingnew volunteers for the new semester. Interested volunteers can sign up in
the service center TSC Room 327.
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Purgatory
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HARDCASTLE

Logan
555 Easl 1400 Nonh

Smllhfield
850 S. Main

{435) 755-5100

(4.i5) 56.1-6251

STORE HOURS:
Mon.-S•t. 6:00 A.M.-12:00P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAY

PriceseffectiveMonday,Jan. 31
through Saturday,Feb.55

MARKETPLACE
ncheS of Oats.
\ 2-20 Oz. Honct~~erios o1 Wheaties

6 Pack

Shredded Wheat.

Bubba's
Bagels

cereal

for

2 Lb. Block

Cache
Valley
Cheese

z Liter

coke
products

7 -10

oz. Nabisco

snack
crackers

16

/\U flavors

TotinO'S
party pizza

post -

oz.

Taco sell
9-12 Oz.

Hot Pockets

Fresh Baked

French Bread

salsa

